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Coach Lou Campanelli and senior forward Linton Townes were caught In the crowd at Sunday's  rally. (Photo by David L Johnson) 
How'bout them Dukes? 
Thousands welcome basketball team after NCAA contests 
By RICHARD AMACHER 
A welcoming home pep rally crowd of nearly 4,000 , 
greeted James Madison University's basketball team 
with a three-minute standing ovation upon its en- 
trance to Godwin Hall Sunday night. 
The cheering throng, which included JMU's 
cheerleaders, Dukettes and pep band, was on hand to 
congratulate the Dukes for their impressive per- 
formances in the first and second rounds of the NCAA 
tournament held last week. 
The festive occasion was carried live on public 
radio station WMRA and Harrisonburg's AM station 
WSVA. 
Godwin Hall was decorated with a variety of signs, 
posters and banners, including one multi-colored sign 
that read, "We're not conceited, We're convinced, 
JMU Top 20." 
While the team did not arrive until shortly after. 
9:00 p.m. fans started gathering around 7:15 p.m. 
To appease the crcwd, JMU Sports Information 
Director Rich Murray, read excerpts from articles 
written about the Dukes last week. 
First, Murray read from a story in the Charlotte 
Observer recounting JMU's win over Ohio State. 
"Once James Madison put up its dukes, it was all 
over,"1 to which Murray got a great response. 
After a few more excerpts Murray read the opening 
paragraph from an account in the Charlotte Observer 
regarding the Dukes loss to North Carolina. 
"James Madison was proud. The officiating was 
panned. And North Carolina was in no position to 
argue either point." The crowd responded with 
another thundering standing ovation. 
Finally at 9:06 with all eyes riveted on the doors at 
the north end of Godwin Hall the Dukes appeared. 
The team and its traveling entourage was led by 
Coach Lou Campanelli. 
Once the party was seated Murray introduced the 
coaches, their wives, the team's managers and 
trainer Ron Stefancin. 
Murray then called on Athletic Director Dean 
Ehlers, who told the crowd that "this is only a part of 
what I think is one of the greatest programs in the 
United States and I'm happy to be a part of it. 
"I think probably the best thing we've done here in 
a long while was to get Lou Campanelli to come and 
coach here." 
Before allowing Campanelli to speak, Murray first 
highlighted some of the coaches' accomplishments in 
his 10-year career at JMU. Murray then compared 
Campanelli to North Carolina's Dean Smith. 
"You've all heard about Dean Smith and read 
about him, and rightly so he's an outstanding coach," 
Murray said. "But ladies and gentlemen he met his 
equal yesterday afternoon." 
Once the cheering and chanting subsided, Cam- 
panelli finally spoke. 
"For forty minutes yesterday, we were three points 
away from being on top of the world tonight. Well, 
right now, we're not far from it, I'll tell you that," he 
said. 
Late in the season Campanelli said he thought that 
JMU deserved to be ranked in the top 20 and he 
reminded the crowd of that. 
"I think we gained the respect and attention of the 
entire basketball country from coast to coast," said 
the 43-year old native of New Jersey. "I only hope, 
that they soon recognize that we deserve to be in the 
Top Twenty." 
The players were also in popular demand and five 
of them — Linton Townes, Dan Ruland, Charles 
Fisher, David Dupont and Derek Steele — each 
delivered a personal thanks for the great support the 
Dukes received this season. 
"I'm proud to be associated with JMU. It's been 
four of the greatest years of my life," said Townes the 
Dukes' captain, who received a 60-second standing 
ovation. "I know its been said before, but you are the 
greatest fans in the state of Virginia, there's no doubt 
about it. You're probably the greatest in America." 
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Top three positions 
chosen for Breeze 
The top three positions for The Breeze 1982-83 were 
filled March 3. 
Chris Kouba, a junior communication arts major and 
political science minor from Wilmington. Del., was 
chosen to be editor of the paper for a second year. He 
was editorial editor in his sophomore year. 
Jill Howard, a junior communication arts major and 
Spanish minor from Fairfax. Va.. was chosen to be 
managing editor. She currently is editorial editor of the 
paper and previously worked as a reporter. 
Ruth Sharpe, a junior communication arts major and 
business minor from Portsmouth. Va.. was chosen to be 
business manager. She is a production manager on the 
paper and also works as an assistant in the business 
office. 
The appointments were made by The Breeze 
Publication Board. Kouba and Howard were the only 
applicants for their positions, there were two applicants 
for the business manager position. 
Salaries for the positions are about $1,600 for the year. 
Kouba now is taking applications for other positions on 
the paper. 
Prof essors assert 
research important 
By IAN KATZ 
Conducting research is 
important in maintaining the 
professionalism of a 
university, according to some 
James Madison University 
professors who have used 
government monies for 
outside projects. 
"Research is important to 
me because it keeps me 
professionally alive," said Dr. 
H. Kent Moore of the physics 
department. "The university 
is an institution that should 
conduct research. It's the 
proper place for it. Teaching 
and research go hand in 
hand." 
Moore has used government 
funds for programs to better 
educate elementary school 
teachers in science and math. 
"In 1976 I worked in a two 
week in-service teacher 
training program introducing 
elementary school teachers to 
science," Moore said. "It was 
a National Science Foun- 
dation workshop in 
cooperation with the city of 
Harrisonburg." 
The NSF grant was for 
about $5,500, Moore said. "The 
workshop was done mainly in 
the summer and the money 
took care of miscellaneous 
things like materials. 
"I kept in contact af- 
terwards with the people the 
workshop was supposed to 
benefit, and they said their 
program had succeeded," 
Moore added. "I'd like to 
think the workshop had 
something to do with it." 
MOORE AND another 
professor received a grant 
from the NSF in 1979-80 to 
improve the math and science 
teaching skills of elementary 
school teachers in three 
Virgina counties, one Virgina 
city system and one West 
Virginia county, he said. 
"That was a $15,000 grant 
involving salaries and ex- 
penses for quite a bit of 
travel," Moore said. "We did 
it over a full academic year 
and got involved in the 
classroom." 
There are review boards 
within the NSF and the 
Department of Energy which 
give applicants a rating based 
on the value of their research 
intentions, Moore said. 
"There are four ratings the 
NSF and the DOE give out," 
Moore said. "The first rating 
means you will absolutely get 
the money, the fourth rating 
means you absolutely will not 
get the money. Ratings two 
and three mean that you can 
get the money based on need 
or if more funds become 
available." Moore said he 
eventually received two of the 
five grants he has applied for. 
"They send you a copy of 
your rating so you have an 
idea why you did or did not get 
a grant," Moore said. 
Lillian Jennings, assistant 
dean of the School of 
Education and Human Ser- 
vices, worked with research 
grants when she was a 
professor at Edinboro College 
in Pennsylvania. 
"At one time in 1971 and 1972 
I had $500,000 worth of 
research money granted to 
me," Jennings said. 
SHE WAS granted $250,000 
by the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare in 
1971 to improve the quality of 
education in Erie, Pa., she 
said. "It was part of the Erie, 
Pennsylvania model cities 
program and we were granted 
a one year contract which was 
renewed twice," Jennings 
said. 
"We worked on improving 
the quality of instruction in 
the elementary schools," 
Jennings said. "We were 
helping with materials, too. 
One school was built in 1894. 
We helped them add on a new 
gym." 
The project was considered 
a success by the community, 
Jennings said. 
"Our students worked in the 
schools and they were often 
hired by employers in 
preference to other ap- 
plicants," Jennings said. 
"And the reading and mauT 
scores of the students almost 
See RESEARCH, page 6 
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Rubik's Cube proves itself a perplexing puzzle 
The way it s put together interests me more than the solution' 
"I've never tried to do it." 
"I approach it like I  do 
fishing 1 fiddle with it for a 
while and then I sit back and 
admire the beauty of it." 
"I can do it in two minutes 
and 20 seconds." 
These are the answers to the 
question, "Do you like 
working with the Rubik's 
Cube?" 
One James Madison 
University faculty member 
who was asked the question 
took another tack. "The way 
the thing is put together in- 
terests me more than the 
solution," said Dr. William 
Smith, head of JMU's 
secondary education 
department. 
Admitting he didn't solve 
the cube until "after I read a 
little book about it," his in- 
terest goes beyond "being 
able to figure it out." He is 
impressed, however, "with 
the fantastic idea of the 
person who created it." 
The cube was the creation of 
Erno Rubik, a teacher of 
architecture and design at the 
School for Commercial Artists 
in Budapest. He made it in 
1975 as a concrete example of 
spatial relationships. Rubik 
patented the cube the same 
year, but it didn't hit the 
American toy shelves until 
several years later. 
Rubik's Cube and its less 
expensive imitations have 
spawned a great variety of 
other puzzle shapes links, 
snakes, pyramids and circles, 
to name a few. And some 
people who are clever in 
solving the puzzles have 
written books to help those 
who are not. 
One such book, "The Simple 
Solution to Rubik's Cube," 
was on the best-seller list for 
weeks. Chemist James 
Nourse, author of the book, 
says the relationships of the 
squares of different colors in 
the cube are similar to those 
of atoms in a molecule. 
There  is  also  "a  lot  of 
Power 
failure 
By IAN KATZ 
A power failure left the 
Warren Campus Center, 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 
campus security building and 
Hillside modular units without 
electricity for about two hours 
yesterday morning. 
The power failure occurred 
when two wires of a three wire 
hotline exploded in an un- 
derground manhole between 
the police station and the 
campus center, according to 
Phillip Deane, superintendent 
of buildings and grounds. 
Deane   said   the   oampus 
center  was   without  power 
when he arrived there at 10:22 
. a.m. He was uncertain of the 
exact time the power failed. 
Power was restored at noon, 
he said." 
The electricity in the 
campus center also went out 
from 2:30 to 2:45 p.m. Wed- 
nesday. The cause of the 
power   failure   is    not   yet 
known. - < -^^mM." 
Only a part of the cable was 
. repajre.0, JfeajK. §ajA.  
mathematics   in   the   book, 
said   Smith,    who   has    a 
master's degree in 
mathematics and a Ph.D. in 
mathematics education. The 
moves on the cube can be 
thought of as "elements of a 
mathematical system," he 
noted. 
The skills necessary to solve 
the cube are an un- 
derstanding of spatial 
relationships, an ability to 
predict an outcome and an 
ability "to backtrack," Smith 
said. But the most important 
attribute, he added, "is 
patience." 
The cubes and other puzzles 
have attracted so much at- 
tention among school children 
that some schools and 
teachers have banned them 
„from the classroom. The JMU 
faculty member suggested 
another approach. If they are 
so fascinating, he said, "I 
would devote a little time to 
them in the classroom. The 
teacher should have some say 
in when that time is, 
however." 
For math teachers who 
might want to turn a 
distraction into a learning aid, 
he suggested taking the cube 
apart to see how it is con- 
structed. Then, if there is a 
-student who can solve the 
puzzle, he could describe to 
the other students how he did 
it 
In a high school class, some 
of the properties of the 
possible moves could be 
discussed,' but he doesn't 
recommend that activity for 
younger children. 
Smith, who is "not a puzzle 
buff," is nonetheless attracted 
by the creativity behind many 
of the newest puzzles. 
One which "is really quite 
different" is theShmuzzle. An 
updated jigsaw puzzle, it is cut 
by a computer-guided laser so 
that all the .salamander- 
shaped pieces are identical. 
They all fit together no 
matter how they are 
assembled, but only one 
combination produces the 
original picture. So, while 
there is only one correct 
configuration, wrong ones 
number 25 times 10 to the 
300th power. "It fits together 
in more ways that there are 
grains of sand on all the 
world's beaches," claims the 
puzzle jacket. Smith hasn't 
the nerve to disassemble his 
own Shmuzzle yet. 
Smith said the Shmuzzle is 
based on a mathematical 
concept known as a 
tessalation, which is any 
repeating geometric pattern, 
such as the hexagons on your 
kitchen floor. The Shmuzzle 
"is a creative, imaginative 
idea," he said. "The people 
who thought that up ought to 
make a few bucks." 
The current puzzle mania in 
the U.S. doesn't show any 
signs of abating. Toy stores 
sell out of cubes, links, 
pyramids and Shmuzzles 
almost as soon as they are put 
on display, and the cube, in 
particular, has been featured 
in magazines as varied as 
New Yorker and Scientific 
American. 
- • •»* 
The twists and tangles of the diabolical Rubik's Cube are exemplified in this photo by Yp Na9aYa- 
....................Y. ...t.. ............ ,,,,,, .,._,.,.„• • ( ■ 1   .   •      «••■•-■■       -'■ . r »« i «"" - I .      )-). 
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Bell Hall 
New dorm to be coed, 
seven-day visitation 
By STEPHEN ALLEN 
Bell Hall will house both male and female students, and have a 
seven day with alcohol visitation policy, according to William 
Gerlach, associate director of housing. 
The university decided on a coed policy because, "Our studies 
have should that the most popular housing style is coed," Gerlach 
said. 
The $2 million residence hall is presently under construction, 
and is scheduled to open at the beginning of fall semester. It is 
located next to the Wine-Price Building. 
The dorm will house 134 students, 68 females and 66 males, 
Gerlach said. The split-level structure will have three floors, with 
two wings on each floor. Males will live on one wing of the floor 
and females on the other wing. Each room will hold two people. 
Gerlach is said he is confident the rooms in Bell Hall "will go 
real quickly" during spring sign-up. He said he believes students 
will be attracted to a new building with new furniture and a 
liberal living and alcohol policy. Communication arts students 
with classes in Wine-Price wUl find Bell Hall's proximity ap- 
pealing, he added. 
The hall will be available to upperclassmen only, because 
freshmen are not permitted to live in coed housing, Gerlach 
noted. 
A lounge, which will be divided into study space, a television 
area and the head resident's room, is being constructed in front of 
the main structure. An elevated fireplace will separate the study 
and television areas. 
A wing of the ground floor will include rooms for physically 
handicapped students. This floor will also have vending 
machines, a kitchen, laundry and storage rooms, in addition to 
the resident advisers' office. 
A first floor study lounge will serve the entire dormitory. 
The dorm will be under the control of Mark Warner, assistant 
director of residence halls and the head of the Village Complex. 
The hall will be considered part of the Village Complex. 
To integrate Bell Hall with the rest of the campus, a driveway is 
being built from the commuter's lot to the dormitory. 
A smooth sidewalk, which will meet the needs of physically 
handicapped students, will probably be constructed from the 
dormitory to the road alongside the Warren Campus Center. Once 
the hall is completed the surrounding area will be landscaped. 
Despite Bell Hall's opening, the university will "still have an 
acute housing shortage," Gerlach said. But the new hall means 
the status of Howard Johnsons will be downgraded from per- 
manent housing to temporary housing. Consequently, the hotel 
will not be part of the spring sign-up.  , 
Gerlach said if JMU's housing shortage continues, school of- 
ficials will consider building a dormitory beside Bell Hall. The 
state legislature would have to authorize construction funds for 
this, he said. 
Students who desire university housing must return their 
housing contracts with a $100 deposit by April 1, Gerlach said. 
Housing sign-ups will run from April 19 to 22. 
DONT MONKEY AROUND, 
_SETV00R SIGHTS on CP*P 
«r$PRING SIRING PROGRAMS *2 
(Watch for time/place announcements) 
- • 
3/23 - Careers in Communications 
- Interview Preparation Workshop 
3/24 - Careers in Human Services 
• Writing Cover Letters Workshop 
3/25 -The MBA: Is it for You? 
- Resume Writing Workshop 
3/30 - Choosing and Changing Majors 
1        4/7 -1983 Teacher Education Graduates 
Construction continues on the brick walls of Bell 
Hall. The dorm is scheduled for completion by fall 
semester. (Photo by Tom Lighton) 
It takes 
a good head 
to make it 
diroiigh college. 
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Flutist 
Jean-Pierre 
Rampal 
will perform 
8p.m. Tuesday, March 23 
Wilson Hall 
(STANDING ROOM ONLY) 
As part of the Fine Arts Series and 
Festival of the Arts of the School 
of Fine Arts and Communication. 
Ticket information is available 
by calling 433-6472 
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Draft registration on rise 
From The Associated Press 
The director of the Selective Service System 
says the number of young men registering for 
the military draft is up and the penalty for not 
registering may be lowered to a misdemeanor 
More than 400,000 men registered nationally 
during the grace period that ended Feb. 28, 
Thomas Turnage said. It was estimated before 
the grace period signup that 900,000 eligible 
men had not registered. 
"We're delighted at the results," Turnage 
told reporters at a Seattle stopover Saturday 
on his way to Alaska. Nevertheless, birth and 
high school graduation records are being cross 
checked with registration files and 
prosecutions may begin as early as June 
Turnage said. 
All men are required by law to register 
within 30 days of their 18th birthday. 
"I know that the administration is looking 
at" making the penalty a misdemeanor, he 
said. In peacetime, the maximum penalty of 
five years in prison and a $10,000 fine "is 
probably harsh," Turnage said. 
Carrier named to city committee 
The formation of a Down- 
town Development Cor- 
poration for Harrrisonburg 
was announced recently 
at a Harrisonburg City 
Council meeting. 
James Madison University 
president Dr. Ronald Carrier 
told council the development 
corporation has been formed 
to generate business and 
services in the downtown 
area. 
The non-profit organization 
will support existing 
businesses and seek out new 
CAREER   DECISION 
MAKING GROUPS 
These groups can provide you with information 
helpful in choosing a major. Offered by Counsel- 
ing and Student Development Center. 
Call 433-6552 to enroll. 
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businesses for the area, he 
said. 
Advice and assistance will 
be available from the cor- 
poration for persons who wish 
to set up new, businesses, 
Carrier said. 
In addition, Carrier said, 
the downtown organization 
will promote activities in the 
downtown area, work toward 
physical development of 
downtown and promote the 
image of downtown 
Harrisonburg. 
J. Wayne Alley, president of 
United Virginia Bank in 
Harrisonburg, has been 
named president of the 
organization. Lyle Sweet is 
vice president; James 
Deskins, secretary; and 
Douglas Flory, treasurer. 
Carrier, along with Henry 
C. Clark, are co-chairmen of 
the group's executive com- 
mittee. In addition to the 
executive committee, the 
Downtown Development 
Corporation has four com- 
mittees: financial and 
development, membership 
and management, ap- 
pearance and design, and 
public relations and 
promotions. 
The financial and 
development committee, 
headed by Alley, will work 
primarily toward encouraging 
new businesses and sup- 
porting existing ones in the 
downtown area. 
Jack Reich heads the 
membership and 
management committee 
which will seek new members 
for the organization and make 
recommendations concerning 
the financial operation of the 
corporation. 
The appearance and design 
committee will work toward 
improving access to down- 
town and make suggestions 
for any needed improvements 
in the downtown area's ap- 
pearance. 
Debaters qualify for 
national tournament 
mmui i 
By TAMMY SCARTON 
The debate team of Dane 
Butswinkas and John Hum- 
phreys recently placed second 
at the District VII Qualifier 
enabling them to compete at 
the National Debate Tour- 
nament April 2-5 at Florida 
State University. 
Butswinkas and Humphreys, 
competed in eight debate 
rounds at the qualifying 
tournament. They won 12 of 
the 16 decisions and finished 
the tournament with a 12-4 
record. 
The top four teams in the 
tournament won bids to the 
National Debate Tournament. 
Georgetown University, 
University of Pittsburgh and 
George     Washington 
University also qualified for 
the national tournament. 
This is the fourth straight 
year that a team of JMU 
debaters has qualified for the 
National Debate Tournament. 
This will  be  But- 
swinkas' first appearance at 
the tournament. 
As a team, Butswinkas and 
Humphreys have won three 
tournaments, placed second 
once and third twice during 
the debate season. They have 
won 21 separate awards, and 
have won 78 percent of their 
debates this year. 
JMU competed with 22 other 
colleges from Wgginia, West 
Virginia, Maryland, Penn- 
sylvania, New Jersey and 
Washington, D.C. at the 
qualifying meet. The tour- 
nament was held at the United 
States Naval Academy in 
Annapolis,'MoV   --  •-■ 
Butswinkas and Humphreys 
will compete with 61 other 
debate teams in Florida. 
Shelly James and Teresa 
Caviness, JMU's second 
team, finished the qualifying 
tournament with an 8-8 
record. 
Former 
footballer 
convicted 
A former defensive lineman 
for the James Madison 
University football team was 
recently convicted of assault 
and battery and sentenced to 
30 days in jail and fined $200. 
Last Oct. 10, while watching 
a JMU-Richmond rugby 
match, John Kubesh rushed 
onto the field and tackled a 
Richmond player. 
James McClure, the tackled 
Richmond player, has filed a 
$125,000 damage suit against 
Kubesh. He is asking for 
$25,000 in compensatory 
damages and $100,000 in 
punitive damages phis in- 
terest, costs and attorney's 
fees. 
Rock ingham General 
District Court Judge John 
Paul will suspend 25 days of 
the assault and battery sen- 
tence if Kubesh will volunteer 
to do 200 hours of community 
service. 
Kubesh played football here 
for four-years. .. 
,1ftf*6Af#* 
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* Research 
(Continued from page 2) 
tripled in three years.  We 
succeeded in what we wanted 
to do." 
The project was very time 
consuming, Jennings said. 
"According to the school it 
was supposed to take up half 
of my working time, but it 
extended far beyond that." 
Jennings also participated 
in a $10,000 project funded by 
the Erie Foundation, a group 
consisting of Erie 
businessmen, she said. 
"The children of migrant 
workers were taken to our 
school in Edinboro during the 
summer of 1973," Jennings 
said. "I think we even created 
a problem in that instance 
because the children didn't 
want to leave, but they had 
to." 
Jennings designed the 
education program for the 
"one of the first funded day 
care centers in the United 
States,"  she said.   "It was 
done under Lyndon Johnson's 
Office of Economic Op- 
portunity and was funded by a 
portion of money given to 
Allegheny County in Penn- 
sylvania." 
THE FORD Foundation and 
the Gulf Foundation have also 
made grade available to 
Jennings. 
"I never get involved in 
research unless I feel it is 
worthwhile. It has to have 
The addition to the Madison Memorial Library opened Sunday, March 14. The 
structure adds 67,000 square feet of study and stack space, more than doubling 
the size of the original building. The addition and renovation of the main structure 
will cost about $6 million dollars. (Photo by Tom Lighton) 
Midway 
Market 
Thursday - Sunday 
Budweiser 12 pk. $4.69 
Busch 6 pk. cans $1.99 
Michelob (reg. & light) $2.59 
O'Keefe $2.89 
Moosehead $3.29 
Herneken (light & dark) $3.59 
Old Mill  12 pk. 
(reg. and light) 
Lite 12 pk. 
Tuborg Gold 
Mickeys 
Wiedemann 
Nat.    Boh. (24) 
$3.99 
$4.79 
$1.99 
$T.99 
$1.59 
returnables 
$5.99 
Dr. Pepper, Mt. Dew 
6/16oz. btls 
Coke 6/ 12oz.cans 
Ice 20 lbs. 
Chips 3 lbs. 
Pretzels 4 lbs. 
Cheese Curls 3/4 lb. 
Chips 1 lb. 
Cigarettes 
Sunkist (reg. and diet) 
Chips 8 oz. 
Peanuts (in shell)$ % 
Ice 10 lbs. 
$1.89 
$1.79 
$1.49 
$3.99 
$3.99 
$1.39 
$1.79 
$5.09 
$1.89 
$.89 
oz.$59 
$.99 
Busch returnables (24)  $8.09 
Budweiser 
Returnables (24)      $8.99 
Ice 20 lbs. $.79 with keg 
Old Mill 7Vt gal. keg    $15.95 
Bud 7Va gal. keg $20.49 
Old Mill 151/a fcal. keg   $25.^5 
Busch 151/2 gal. keg     $28.95 
Open Nightly 
Till     12    Midnight 
•Jt»»lu'. « 
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meaning to me," Jennings 
said. "Research is a very 
important part of education 
We get new knowledge and 
new information from 
research. It's not playing 
games like most people think. 
It's very important. 
"None of the money goes 
into our own pockets," Jen- 
nings added. "It's all being 
put toward a worthwhile 
cause." 
The special education 
department here was granted 
$71,000 last year to improve its 
graduate program, according 
to department head Frank 
Luth. 
"It allows us to obtain 
equipment and materials and 
allows us to improve faculty 
by attending conventions," 
Luth said. it's called 
program support money and 
we get it every year. It also 
helps us give more detailed 
courses, which makes our 
program   more   attractive." 
The grants the special 
education department receive 
are not "pure research 
grants," Luth said. "We use 
the money mostly as service 
grants. We haven't done any 
real researching and we 
haven't applied to. 
"We once got $46,000 for a 
pre-school handicap technical 
assistance grant for 32 school 
divisions in this area of the 
state," Luth said. 
Hagerstown   Reproductive 
Health   Services 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
ABORTION SERVICES 
ALTERNATIVE COUNSELING 
BIRTH CONTROL 
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
BOARD CERTIFIED GYNECOLOGISTS 
ALL SERVICES ARE CONFIDENTIAL 
100 W. Washington St.*Hagentown,MD 21740»301 -733.2400 
i 
INTRODUCING, 
Off Campus Delivery Service 
Now you can have the best sand- 
wiches and subs in town delivered 
right to your door! 7 days a week 6 
p.m.-7 a.m. 
DELIVERY    TO    THE    FOLLOWING 
PLACES 
Shank Apt*. Park Apis. 
Showalter Apis. Maple Apis. 
Howard Johnson's Dutch Mill Court 
Holly Court Squire Hill 
Libertv Square 
Only .25 Delivery Charge On Each Order. 
.«■ DUKES 
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SGA ELECTIONS 
SOA eipc.l'ons tor president, ad 
mlnlstrative vice pii>sidenl. legislative 
vice presidenl treasurer and secretary 
will be held April 6 Anyone who is in- 
(nested In running should slop by the 
SGA Office tor information 
PHONEATHON 
The JMU Alumm Association Is looking 
'or organisations or individuals who can 
donate time to its phonealhon. which will 
update alumni records and solicit con- 
tributions Time must be tilled lor 6:30 
p.m. and later lor the loll owing dates- 
March 23, 25. 29. 30 and 31: Apiil 6. 7 and 
8. For information or to sign up. call Nan- 
cy at 8234 
SCUBA BACKGAMMON 
Qlop Divers Invites all certified scuba 
divers to participate in the Second An 
nuel Underwater Backgammon Marathon. 
Proceeds will go to the Harrlsonburg 
Rocklngham Association lor Retarded 
Citizens The event will take place the 
week ol March 21 27 at Savage pool. All 
Interested persons please contact Ken 
McCracken at 433-2177 or Tom Hazzard at 
433-3308. 
SUMMER BULLETINS 
Bulletins lor the 1982 Summer Session 
are now available In the Summer School 
Office, Wilson 107. 
SELLERS FESTIVAL 
The Commuter Students Committee 
will present a Peter Sellers Film Festival 
March 19 20 at 8 p m and 10 15 pm Ad 
mission will be either canned tood or 
clothing, which will be given lo the Salva 
tlon Army to be distributed to the area's 
needy. The movies will be "The Pink Pan- 
ther," .The Mouse That Roared" and 
"Undercovers Hero " 
TAX HELP 
The JMU Accounting Honor Society Is 
providing volunteer income lax 
assistance through April 13 every Mon.. 
Tue and Wed. from 3-5 pm and Wed 
from 64 p.m. In the Student Advocate Of- 
fice In WCC 
CHOOSING MAJORS 
The Counseling and Student Develop- 
ment Center will oiler several Career 
Decision Making Groups in the next lew 
weeks. These groups can provide Infor- 
mation which can be helpful in choosing 
a major. Call 4334552 to enroll. 
MATH SPEAKER 
Dr. John Mendel, of the National 
Bureau of Standards, will speak on 
"Evaluation of Measurement Techniques 
and Test Methods." In Burruss 114 at 3 
p.m. March 24. 
RECREATIONAL JOBS 
Anyone inlerested In working m the 
recreational activities department should 
see details on the intramural Bulletin 
Board in Godwin Hall by Godwin 102. 
Positions are open in intramurals, special 
events and sports supervisors. Selections 
will be made by April 15. 
BUSINESS SYMPOSIUM 
The Business Symposium/Challenges 
of Ihe BO'S." will host speakers from U.S. 
Air. A.T. Kearney, R.R. Donnelly. The 
Hecht Co.. RNB, NCR. and AT&T. The 
symposium will be held March 24 and is 
open to all business majors. 
ART GALLERIES 
The ceramics of Carla Mumbert and Ihe 
prints, paintings and designs ol Lance 
Fosler will be exhibited at the Artworks 
Gallery in Zirkle House through March 27. 
DANCE CONCERT 
The Modern Ensemble of the James 
Madison University Dance Theatre will 
perform March 18-20 In the Lalimer- 
Shaeffer Theatre at 8 p.m. Tickets will be 
available at the door. General admission 
S3. JMU 1.0. $2. Children under 12 will be 
admitted free. 
JMU CHORALE 
The JMU Chorale will present a concert 
March 21 at 3 p.m. in Wilson Auditorium. 
Admission Is tree and open to the public. 
LIBRARY SCIENCE BLOCKS 
The Library Science & Educational 
Media Department still has space In 4th 
Block courses tor LSEM 252, 254, 270 
282, 283. 286, 288 and 289. Pick up course 
descriptions, days and times In the LSEM 
office, Education Building. Room 305. 
JMU MEDICAL SOCIETY 
The JMU Medical Society win hold Its 
next meeting March 24 at 6 p.m. In Bur- 
russ 114. Everyone is invited to attend. 
MEDICAL CENTER DAY 
The annual "Day at the Medical 
Center" for pre medical students will be 
held on March 30 at the University of 
Virginia. Transportation and lunch will be 
provided. Interested students should con- 
tact Dr. Davis In Burruss 222 before 
March 19. - 
OUTING CLUB 
The JMU Outing Club meets every 
Wednesday at 8 p.m. In Jackson 1B If In- 
terested In hiking, rock climbing, rappell- 
Ing or any other outdoor activities, attend 
the meetings. 
After a real fascinating lecture... 
study the real taste of beer. 
Pabst Blue Ribbon. 
01982 Pabst Brewing Company Milwaukee Wisconsin 
VA. FACULTY SENATE 
The Faculty Senate of Virginia la hav- 
ing a state conference on the JMU cam- 
pus March 20. it will be made up of 
representatives from 35 public and 
private Institutions around the state of 
Virginia The meeting will be held In the 
Winchester Room ol Chandler Hall from 
10-2:30 p.m. All faculty members are In- 
vited to attend. For further Information, 
call Dr. Rita Kaslow at 4334337 or leave a 
message at 6255. 
RELIGIOUS ESCAPE ESSAYS 
The Freedom From Religion Foundaton 
has announced Its annual scholarship 
competition lor college students. This 
year's essays are to be written about how 
and why the student left religion. Essays 
should be 6-10 typewritten pages In 
length and should be submitted to 
Freedom From Relglon Foundation, P.O. 
Box 750, Madison, Wl. 53701, by June 15. 
Three awards ol *500, MOO and $200 will 
be given. 
DISCIPLES 
Everyone Is Invited to "Contdown to 
Disaster," a study In Chriatlan ethlce and 
the nuclear arms race to be held from 
7-8:30 p.m. In Jackson 102 March 18. 
"What is Happening In Central 
America?" will be the topic In a discus- 
sion between Dr. Vemon Jantzi of EMC, 
who is just back from Central America, 
and Dr. Frank Gerome of JMU. This will be 
followed by an open discussion on El 
Salvador. The event, which Is sponsored 
by Disciples and the Latin America 
Studies Major will be held March 22 from 
7-8:30 p.m. In Jackson 1-B. 
"Bible Stories for Adults" will be led by 
Eve MacMaster from 7-8:30 p.m., March 
23 In Room A of WCC. This week's topic 
will be "The Book of Origins." 
LSM 
The weekly meeting of the Lutheran 
Student Movement will be held on March 
18 at 8 p.m. at Muhlenberg Church. The 
activity will be a worship service. 
The LSM Bible Study will meet at 9.30 
a.m. In the student center of Muhlenberg 
Church on March 21. Immediately follow- 
ing the 11 a.m. service will be a Common 
Meal of sloppy joes at Muhlenberg 
Church. 
PLANETARIUM 
Wells Planetarium presents "The 
Stellar Thread" at 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. on 
March 18. 
STUDENT FILM AWARDS 
The Ninth Annual Student Film Awards 
Competition, sponsored by the Academy 
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, will 
accept entries from all art and film school 
students until midnight April 1. Cash 
grants and trophies will be awarded for 
outstanding achievement In four 
categories: animation, documentary, 
dramatic and experimental. These films 
must have been completed after April 1, 
1981, in a student-teacher relationship 
within the curriculum of an accredited 
school. After regional selections are 
made, semi-finalists will compete against 
films from six other regions. Winners will 
be flown to Los Angeles for the June 6 
awards ceremony. Films of any length In 
16,35 or 70 MM may be submitted to Fred 
Goldman, of the Middle Atlantic Film 
Board, 2340 Perot St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
19130. 
CPtP 
"Careers In Communication," a presen- 
tation on career options in Journalism, 
publishing, broadcasting, advertising and 
public relations will be held March 23 
from 6-7 p.m. in Miller 101 
"Careers In Human Services," a 
presentation covering career options In 
the social and health services fields will 
be held March 24 from 6-7 p.m. in Miller 
101 
"The MBA- Is It for You?" will present 
the advantages and disadvantages of a 
MBA for any major March 25 from 7-8 p.m. 
In Miller 101. 
"Interview Preparation," a CP&P 
workshop to be held March 23 from 3-4 
p.m., will cover employer research, the In- 
terview process and how to prepare for 
successful interviews. Sign up In advance 
at the CP&P office. 
"Resume Writing," e CP&P workshop 
describing the purpose, content, types 
and mechanics of resumes, will be held 
March 25 from 34 p.m. Cover letter 
design will also be discussed. Sign up In 
advance in the CP&P office. 
The CP&P office ia providing a new job 
search service, "Job Connections," 
whereby placement filea of Interested 
and qualified seniors are referred to 
employers. If the employer Is interested 
in a student, the employer will contact 
the student, and arrange an Interview at 
the employer's locetlon. Check with the 
CP&P office for details. 
"Writing Cover Letters," a CP&P 
workshop covering difficult |ob letters, 
filling out apppllcatlons and selling 
yourself over the phone, will be held 
Merch 24 from 2-3 p.m. Sign up In ad- 
vance In the CP&P office. 
Attend "Practice Interviews" to polish 
up on Interviewing skills. This service will 
be offered every Monday at 3 p.m. at the 
CP&P office on a first-come, first-served 
basis. Bring a resume. 
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Festival of the Arts Explores 
'Arts in the Marketplace' 
The theme "Arts in the Marketplace" will be explored this year during the 
Festival of the Arts at JMU Sunday, March 21 through Thursday, March 25. 
Films, workshops, presentations and exhibits will examine how art moves 
from idea to audience through the special marketing processes of 
contemporary communications. 
Festival guests include Jean-Pierre Rampal, flutist; Walter Coblenz, film 
producer; Diane Baker, actress and producer; Chris Beeching, English stage 
actor and dancer; Ivan Karp, gallery owner and director; Hans Schmidt, 
puppeteer and promoter; and John Bos, director of performance programming 
at National Public Radio. 
Films produced by Coblenz will be shown on several evenings. The Sawhill 
Gallery will offer an exhibition of contemporary paintings, and the showcases 
in the Warren Campus Center will display promotional materials from a recent 
movie. 
Festival of the Arts 
James Madison University 
Sunday, March 21 - Thursday, March 25 
All of these films were produced by 
festival guest Waiter Coblenz and 
will be shown during the festival week. 
4& tfy ^ &. 
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Festival of the Arts Schedule 
Sunday, March 21 
Movie, 7 p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "The Candidate" will be shown; 
producer Walter Coblenz will discuss the film following its showing. 
Monday, March 22  
Workshop: Playwriting, 10 a.m., Room 207, Harrison Hall: Actress Diane 
Baker will discuss playwriting. 
The Acting Business, noon, Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre: A question and 
answer session concerning the acting business will be held with producer 
Walter Coblenz and actress Diane Baker. 
Art Lecture, 3 p.m., Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre: Gallery director Ivan Karp, 
from the O.K. Harris Gallery in New York City, will discuss the relationship of 
the commercial gallery to the artist; reception follows in the gallery. 
Gallery Reception, 4 p.m., Sawhill Gallery, Duke Fine Arts Center: A 
reception for gallery director Ivan Karp will be held; contemporary paintings 
will be on display. 
Presentation: From Actress to Producer, 8 p.m., Chandler Hall: Actress 
Diane Baker will offer her views of her career from actress to producer. 
Tuesday, March 23 
Workshop: The Producer in Television, 9:25 a.m., Television-Film 
Center, Harrison Hall; Actress Diane Baker will explore the role of producer in 
television. 
Workshop: Classical Ballet: 10:50 a.m., Room 356, Godwin Hall: English 
stage actor and dancer Chris Beeching will coaduct this dance workshop. 
Workshop: Producing the Film, 10:50 a.m., Television-Film Center, 
Harrison Hall: Producer Walter Coblenz" will conduct the workshop. 
Workshop: The Actor in Hollywood, 12:15 p.m., Wampler Building: 
Actress Diane Baker will discuss the acting situation in Hollywood. 
Workshop: Elizabethan Dance, 1:40 p.m., Room 355, Godwin Hall: 
stage actor and dancer Chris Beeching will conduct the workshop. 
Workshop: Audio and the Arts, 3:05 p.m., Room 114, Burruss Hall John 
Bos, a representative from National Public Radio, will discuss radio, recording 
and the arts. 
Workshop: Performing for Television and Film, 3:05 p.m., Television- 
Film Center, Harrison Hall: Producer Walter Coblenz will conduct the 
workshop. 
Actress-producer Diane Baker 
Movie, 7 p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "All the President's Men," produced 
by Walter Coblenz, will be shown. 
Fine Arts Series Presentation, 8 p.m., Wilson Hall Auditorium: Flutist 
Jean-Pierre Rampal will perform; for tickets call 433-6472. 
Wednesday, March 24 
Workshop: Playwriting, 10 a.m., Room 207, Harrison Hall: Producer 
Walter Coblenz will conduct the workshop. 
"'Cats': The Next Broadway Blockbuster," 10 a.m., Room G-l, Wine- 
Price Hall: Chris Beeching, English stage actor and dancer will give a presenta- 
tion on "Cats," the Broadway-bound sensation of this season's English stage. 
The Business of Film Art, noon, Room 205, Maury Hall: A question and 
answer session with producer Walter Coblenz. 
Puppet Show, 4 p.m., Wampler Building: Hans Schmidt will present the 
Danish tale "The Magic Knapsack"; reception following the performance. 
Presentation: The Movie Business, 7 p.m., Grafton-Stovall Theatre: 
"Legend of the Lone Ranger" will be shown; producer Walter Coblenz will 
discuss the film and its ups and downs following its showing. 
Thursday, March 25 
Flutist Jean-Pierre Rampal 
Workshop: Classical Ballet, 10:50 a.m., Room 356, Godwin Hall: English 
stage actor and dancer Chris Beeching will conduct the workshop. 
Workshop: Elizabethan Dance, 1:40 p.m., Room 355, Godwin Hall: 
English stage actor and dancer Chris Beeching will conduct the workshop. 
Movie, 7 p.m.', Grafton-Stovall Theatre: "Onion Field," produced by Walter 
Coblenz, will be shown. 
On-going Events 
Sawhill Gallery, 8 a.m. -.noon, 1-5 p.m., 7-9 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m. 
weekends, Duke Fine Arts Center: "Festival of the Arts Exhibition" will show 
contemporary paintings from the O. K. Harris Gallery in New York City; Ivan 
Karp, director of the gallery, will speak at 3 p. m. March 23 in Latimer-Shaeffer 
Theatre concerning his work; exhibit continues through March 26. 
Display Case Exhibition, each festival day, Lobby, Warren Campus Center: 
A collection of promotional items from the film "The Legend of the Lone 
Ranger." 
All events of the Festival of the Arts are open to the public with free 
admission with the exception of the Jean-Pierre Rampal concert. 
& ■ **> 
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Space Sharks: definitive JMU band 
By BARBARA HALL 
People are usually polite to 
1
 college bands. Their following is 
often made up of friends or 
suitemates; the repetoire 
frequently consists of a variety of 
AM favorites: originals are 
seldom tolerable. 
But every now and then a 
college group defies that pattern, 
steps out of the narrow confines 
of mainstream music and Van 
Halen imitations, and they ac- 
tually earn the title of a rock and 
roll band. The Space Sharks are 
proving to he one of those bands. 
There are a number of factors which make the 
Space Sharks appealing, only one of which is that 
they are good musicians. As vocalist Mark Helms 
will tell you, it takes more than that. 
"You have to be spontaneous," he said. "If you're 
not spontaneous you're boring. And I think that 
spontaneity is what makes us good." 
"You  have  to  become  the  audience," added 
drummer Tom Coccoza. "You're out to please them. 
They're very sensitive to a band who isn't trying to do 
that." 
M The Space Sharks have buih up 
an incredible reputation 
to the point that they have 
somewhat of a cult following." 
The Space Sharks definitely please their audience. 
They have built up an incredible reputation since 
their beginning in September, to the point that they 
have somewhat of a cult following. Guitarist Steve 
Hobbs thinks the reason for their success lies in the 
band's ability to work together. 
"We got together and it just clicked. We didn't 
waste any time. Within two weeks we had 20 songs 
lined up." 
Their song selections are another reason for their 
popularity. They are particularly sensitive to what 
they feel an audience wants to hear. Such an attitude 
does not go unrewarded. Guitarist Keith Nicosanti 
said. "We just play what we think people will get off 
on. So really the audience determines what we play." 
The Sharks cover such groups as the Rolling 
Stones, the Doors. Jerry Lee Lewis, Elvis Presley, 
Chuck Berry, and the Kinks. The trick is that their 
covers are fresh and convincing. There seems to be 
nothing they cannot tackle, simply because they are 
confident in their talents. 
"These guys are all excellent musicians," Helms 
said. "Technically they are capable of anything. 
They know more about music than I do. To me it's all 
theater. Rock and roll is a performance." 
Here Helms seems to be selling himself short. A 
performer he is; he covers every inch of the stage 
with his jumps, spins, kneedrops, and various 
acrobatics. His whole sense of movement is the 
personification of rock and roll. 
But there is more to it than that. The fact is that 
Helms has a remarkable voice which convinces me 
there isn't a rock song in existence he could not 
handle, take it beyond imitation, and still make it 
sound not only natural, but exciting. 
While Helms gives himself credit for adding a 
visual quality to the show, he contends that the 
musicians are some of the best, and he is not misled. 
Hobbs and Nicosanti are both highly competent 
guitarists who add variety to the show by switching 
off leads John "J.T." Thisdell is one of the few 
bassists I've seen who looks as though he is rocking 
as hard as anyone else on stage. And Coccozza's 
drumming is strong yet refined, extremely versatile. 
Riley Jackson is another nice addition on saxophone 
during various numbers. 
"He's also our best critic," Thisdell said. "He can 
always tell us if we sound good or not." 
In addition to all of these promisiong charac- 
teristics, the Space Sharks' original work is simply ■ 
some of the best I've heard. This band is determined 
to make everyone have a good time with every song 
they do. and their originals are no exception. 
Most notable are "Too tired For Your Love," and 
Trouble," upbeat tunes which are reminiscent of 
earl) Stones or Kinks. Helms writes most of the 
originals in collaboration with Hobbs. 
"I try to write catchy songs. You know, a lot of 
people sit down and try to write a great song, but they 
think about it too much. You have to write something 
the audience will like," said Helms. 
"This band is concerned with 
having fun and their direction 
is clear: honest, down-to-earth, 
good time rock and roll." 
It takes a special ability to be that close to the 
audience. This band is concerned with having fun and 
their direction is clear: honest, down-to-earth, good 
time rock and roll. To take rock music beyond that 
would be a contradiction in itself. 
"The idea is that you can't take yourself too 
seriously," Helms said. "We're serious in that we 
just want everyone to have a good time." 
Back when the hype was first starting to boil. I 
remember someone telling me that the Space Sharks 
were going to be the next Debris. ■* 
That was. I think, the worst possible thing anyone 
could say. Not because Debris wasn't a good bafad. 
but because they were. They remain the definitive ■JMU band To compare another band on this campus 
to Debris is the kiss of death. 
Setting the record straight, the Space Sharks are 
not the next Debris. But they are one of the few 
college rock and roll bands worthy of the name. 
Vocalist Mark Helms leads the Space Sharks in a performance. 
Other members of this "campus band" include (left to right) guitarist 
}ith Nicosanti, bassist John "J.T." Thisdell, drummer Tom Coc- T 
coza, and guitarist Steve Hobbs. Saxophonist "i'ev Jackson joins 
the band for various selections occasionally Helms .ind Hobbs co- 
write most«of the band's.original material. v.."V. ^   ■ o N*ga\ 
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THE ICE CREAM 
FACTORIES 
ARE NOW OPEN 
at the following locations: 
Kenmore St. in back of 
McDonalds 
Chicago Ave. across from Red 
Front 
Valley Mall is open all year 
round 
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'Bad Art' 
1) 
T-Shirtsand 
NCAA HATS Available 
Clove rle of Shopping Center 
next  to Drug Fair 
222 W,0r5fJ.re£art of the "Bad Art" exh,wt currently being shown at The Other Gallery in Zirkle House. (Photo by Yo Nagaya) 
ing events 
Modern Dance Concert 
HEADQUATERS! 
Can pare our lo w prices 
before you buy! 
For Guys & Gals 
Shorts 
T-Shirts 
Bathing Suits 
FIRST QUALITY NAME BRANDS 
AT DISCOUNT PRICES 
The Modern Ensemble of the James 
Madison University Dance Theatre will 
perform in concert March 18-20 at 8 p.m. in 
the Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre of Duke Fine 
Arts Center. 
The 30-member ensemble has been 
rehearsing since the fall for this concert. 
There are works in a variety of dance styles. 
Dance styles such as mime, character dance, 
ballet, and modern will highlight the concert. 
Mime will be performed in the foyer of the 
theatre before the concert. The concert will 
be an enjoyable experience for all ages. 
Students as well as faculty have 
choreographed dances for this concert. The 
four undergraduate choreographers include 
Nancy K. Sedgwick, Thomas Neblett, Loretta 
Cantow, and Jay Tramel. Faculty 
choreographers are Kate Trammell and Dr 
Billie Lepczyk, co-directors of the Modern 
Ensemble; and John Crawford, music 
director for the dance program. 
In addition to JMU choreographers two 
guest artists' works will be performed in the 
concert. Julia Dean, a motion artist in 
Staunton, Va., will present a mime titled "In 
Celebration of the Artist." Liz Lerman, ar- 
tistic director of The Dance Exchange who 
appeared at JMU Feb. 19-20, will present 
"Who's On First" These dances will richly 
add to the concert 
Admission is $3 for general public, $2 with 
JMU I.D., and free for children 12 and under. 
For further information contact Dr. Earlynn 
J. Miller, 433-6511. 
Jean-Pierre Rampal 
NexttoA&P 
» 
M-F9:30-9 Sat 9:30-6 
i 
French concert flutist Jean-Pierre Rampal, 
the first flutist to attract as much world-wide 
praise as famous piano or string masters, will 
be featured during the Fine Arts Series. 
Now an internationally famed flutist, and 
believed to be one of the most-recorded in- 
classes, including an annual class at the 
International Academy in Nice, France. 
The theme "Arts in the Marketplace" will 
be explored during the Fine Arts festival, in 
which its various facets will examine how art 
moves from idea to audience through the 
strumentalists of the age, Rampal began his 
career in 1945 on the French National Radio. 
In addition to performing an average of 200 
concerts a year, Rampal also teaches several 
special marketing processes of contemporary 
communications. 
Rampal will perform March 23 at 8 p.m. in 
Wilson Hall Auditorium. For tickets call 433- 6472. 
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Introspective mood sets tone 
for latest Van Morrison album 
By CARL McCOLMAN 
Van Morrison is one of rock and roll's finest 
and most consistent performers. 
In a career spanning over 20 years, this 
short, chubby, Irish folk-rhythm and blues 
singer has recorded several soaring 
masterpiece albums. His music has always 
been beautiful, bluesy rock and folk, his lyrics 
both haunting mystical and joyously erotic, 
and his voice soulful and majestic. 
Beautiful Vision, Morrison's latest offering, 
is yet another display of his talent. At times the 
music is laid back and ethereal, at others 
upbeat and lighthearted. The lyrics generally 
focus on Morrison's favorite subject—Celtic 
mysticism. The man's voice is as exhilarating 
as ever. 
"Celtic Ray" opens the album like a ray of 
sunlight. The song is mellow, setting the in- 
trospective mood for the album. The highlight 
of the album is Sean Fulsom's bagpipes—an 
unusual instrument for Van Morrison, but 
purely in keeping with his northern mystique. 
The pipes are gorgeous and make the song 
soar. 
"Dweller on the Threshold" is side one's 
most upbeat number. On this track the horns 
stand out, complementing Morrison's voice 
well , "Beautiful Vision" is a nicely- 
performed song, but for once Morrison's lyrics 
work against him. The lyrics, which deal with 
ecstasy, are too strongly reminiscent of 
"Beside You," a song from Morrison's 
masterpiece Astral Weeks. 
Astral Weeks was recorded over 13 years 
ago, when Morrison was a young man with a 
stronger, more intense voice. Whereas songs 
like "Celtic Ray" work because of the subtlety 
and depth Morrison's voice has acquired with 
age, "Beautiful Vision" is only a pale shadow 
next to "Beside You." In Morrison's world, the 
subject of ecstasy calls for the wild vocal fury 
that is only found on Astral Weeks. 
The first side ends with "She Gives Me 
Religion," an ethereal, solemn song. Again, 
the horns strengthen the song, making the song 
not merely mellow, but positively beautiful. 
The best songs on Beautiful Vision are on 
side two. "Cleaning Windows" is the single 
from the album, which probably won't do too 
well since radio stations only promote junk 
that sounds like Journey or Hall and Gates. 
This is a shame, because "Cleaning Windows" 
is one of the album's most singularly won- 
derful songs. 
"Cleaning Windows" is highly atypical for 
Van Morrison, simply because it is a 
lighthearted song about a happy-go-lucky 
window cleaner. The song proves that 
Morrison doesn't take himself as seriously as 
most of his songs might imply. The song is the 
most delightfully lighthearted number of 
Morrison's since "And it Stoned Me" on the 
Moondance album. The music is strongly 
played, underscoring the carefree mood of the 
song. 
"Aryan Mist" is another relatively upbeat 
song, on which Morrison's voice shines more 
brightly than usual. But it is followed by the 
high point of Beautiful Vision, "Across the 
Bridge Where Angels Dwell." This song is Van 
Morrison's vision of heaven. 
On Astral Weeks, Morrison bellows out, "We 
are going to heaven!" but he leaves heaven as 
little more than an abstraction, a "home on 
high." Now, in "Across the Bridge Where 
Angels Dwell." he gives a glimpse of this home 
on high. The music is laid back and uplifting, 
with a superb flute. The lyrics are actually 
quite vague, ultimately asking the listener to 
create her or his own vision of heaven: 
Close your eyes, in fields of wonder, 
Close your eyes, and dream. 
Beautiful Vision 
But what the lyrics can't express, the music 
and the magic voice somehow does. 
Beautiful Vision ends with an ethereal in- 
strumental entitled "Scandinavia." As an 
instrumental, the focus is taken off of 
Morrison's voice (all Morrison does on this 
track is play a rather simple piano part) and 
placed on the music. The music, of course, 
stands alone quite well and serves almost as an 
epilogue to the album. 
Everyone who enjoys rock and roll owes it to 
themselves to discover the earthy mysticism 
of Van the Man. Unlike Bob Dylan, Morrison's 
spirituality is never arrogant and self- 
righteous, making his music accessible even to 
those who don't share his belief. 
Morrison's voice is strong and straight- 
forward, his vocals powerful and intense, and 
his lyrics mystical yet unpretentious. Beautiful 
Vision is a great introduction to Morrison, even 
though his serious fans will still end up 
preferring Astral Weeks and Moondance. But 
all former glories aside. Beautiful Vision 
should prove to be one of this year's best 
album. 
Stack o' goodness. 
Shoney's Hi scions Hot Fudge Cake. 
First comes a layer of rich, dark 
devil's food cake. Then creamy vanilla 
ice cream. Next, another layer of cake. 
Over it all, we pour on yummy hot 
fudge and add a dollop of creamy 
whipped topping and a red cherry. 
Mrnmrnrnrnmm. 
99" cSHOpft BIG BOY A RESTAURANTS 
( 'oiKTrf  U\ 
The Modern Ensemble 
of the 
James Madison University 
Dance Theatre 
X p.m.  Thuisdaw liuluv. So'unlm. 
Starch IS. IV. :<). I'i\; 
l.atimer-ShaeJTer Iheafre 
Duke Hne Arts (enter 
Tiekeis available al Ihe door 
C.eneral admission  $3; JMl   I.I).  S2 
Children under 12 free 
WORK 
{PUR WAY 
THROUGH EUROPE 
THIS SUMMER 
Job Opportunities atlheOUCountiy 
Working in Europe via The Old Country® Busch 
Gardens^s a rewarding experience. 
The Old Country—America's only European 
Entertainment Park—needs ride operators, food 
service workers, cashiers, musicians, performers, 
and peopleoriented people of all ages, 
You'll work in beautiful surroundings with an 
international flavor, meet interesting people, share 
some smiles and some memories and earn a fair 
wage while you're at it. 
Savor the flavor today. People 18 and over may 
apply. 
FOR FURTHER 
INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Mike Rowe 
433-7338 
•UXMOAMKMS 
VUlAMMUNxV*. 
An Affirmative Action Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H 
tr 
The Body Sl«y> 
Th. Pu.pl. luilding On t h. Court Squar. 
2 North Main S>    H.rrllonburg 
Op*n Thurtday and Friday Nlghtt 'til t p.m.. 
Optn Daily 10 a.m. to i p.m. 
 Motor Chaf mi VUa 
NowHas 
Formal Dress by 
Gunne Sax 
lay away now for 
Spring Formals 
Op Bathing Suits, Shirt^ 
and Corduroy Shorts 
Men's Summer Shirts 
Tennis-Polo- Westernand 
Ha waiian Prin ts 
Lee-Levi-Wrangler 
Denims and Cords 
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66 WE'RE HAPPY TO BE IN HARRISONBURG" 
Welcome Back JMU arid Congratulations to the Dukes 
TRY   OUR   BACON 
CHEESEBURGER ■ 
lull quarter-pound of lean ground beef, real 
dairy-fresh cheese - crispy bacon cooked fresh ^* 
in our oven every morning - all on a special 
Kaiser Roll. 
FIXIN'S BAR 
Fix your sandwich exactly the way you like & 
from lettuce and tomatoes to pickles and 
onions and more - our compliments! 
SALAD BAR 
Fresh, crispy lettuce - mushrooms - cheese - 
cole slaw - chopped hard boiled eggs - and 
much more. Plus 4 delicious dressings (in- 
cluding I low calorie), .bacon bits and 
croutons. 
Rogers' 
REAL ROAST BEEF 
Lean and juicy cooked the way you like it - 
hot out of our ovens four times daily - stacked 
high on a sesame seed bun. 
HAMBURGER 
Full quarter-pound of lean ground beef. Dressed the 
way you want from our fixin's bar. Our compliments! 
-W;^ 
wv 
^v   v*    .  ; i ' 
*       > w    «- 
■>»*#* 
FRIED CHICKEN 
■ 
Fresh,  purchased  locally - dipped in a specially 
seasoned fresh egg batter - served hot and crispy. 
CHEESEBURGER 
Full quarter-pound of lean ground beef, real dairy 
fresh cheese. 
DOUBLE-R-BAR-BURGER 
Full quarter-pound of lean ground beef - real dairy 
fresh cheese thinly sliced, lean and tender smoked ham. 
All Ground Beef Patties Freshly Made 
Every Morning In Our Kitchen 
And Cooked The Way 
You Like Em 
All of us at Roy Rogers would like to thank all of you who came in during our first 
month here. We sincerely hope you enjoyed the fresh food and the service. We 
.ook forward to serving you again. 
If you haven't been to Roy Rogers yet, we invite you to try us soon! We are 
located at the first traffic light East of 1-81 on Rt. 33. 
* Precooked weight 
OPEN MONDAVTSUNDAY 
10:30 AM-11:00 PM 
»»••••»-<•»»<»-       > ■ • « a 
.. ..-_ -.-.-.,....»« ... » -.«* • 
' 
\> 
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MADISON MARKETING ASSOCIATION 
Presents 
Challenges of the 80's 
A CORPORATE VIEW OF CAREER AND BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
Wednesday, March 24 
^j 
Warren Campus Center 3 P.M. — 6 P.M. 
Nortfi & South Ballrooms 3sessions - 1 hour each 
FREE ADMISSION!! 
Presentations By Corporate Leaders From: 
A. T. Kearney      Henson Airlines       R. R.Donnelly 
Hechts NCR Rockingham National Bank 
AT&T 
Sessions followed by SYMPOSIUM DINNER 
7:00 pm-8:00 pm Social Hour 8:00pm Dinner 
Dinner & Social Hour held at Spotswood Country Club. 
Reservations: $12 includes dinner and "beverages 
Make reservations by contacting MM A   in Harrison A132. 
Information:   Call      433-6420 or 433-6624 
Contributions:  PBL, DPMA, AZTT, 5X© 
Baseball team rallies as hitters awaken 
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Dukes rebound with six wins after 0-4 start 
By STEVE LOCKARD 
While most James Madison University students 
were either laying on the sunny beaches of Florida or 
following the heroics of the basketball team, the JMU 
baseball team was spending spring break differently. 
After opening the season with a 3-0 loss at East 
Carolina University, the Dukes spent the bulk of their 
vacation in Statesboro, Ga., on the campus of 
Georgia Southern College. 
JMU played 11 games at Georgia Southern, in- 
cluding eight in the five-team Hall of Fame Classic. 
They returned home with a 6-6 record. 
Joining JMU and Georgia Southern in the six-day 
tournament were East Tennessee State University, 
American University and the College of William and 
Mary. 
"It was the most competitive spring trip that we've 
undertaken," JMU Coach Brad Babcock said. 
"Georgia Southern and East Tennessee are as good 
as any teams we will play all season. You could really 
tell that they had been playing for awhile." 
Just as they did last season, the Dukes dropped 
their first four contests. After the loss to East 
Carolina, JMU was upended by Georgia Southern (6- 
3), East Tennessee State (3-2) and American (7-1). 
The main reason for the Dukes' misfortunes early 
in the trip was their lack of hitting. 
"Our hitting was weak up until the end of the trip," 
Babcock said. "We didn't get our first hit until the 
seventh inning of our first game but we have been 
improving constantly." 
JMU got its first win by defeating Georgia Southern 
8-6. Senior pitcher Joe Carleton picked up one of his 
two wins as he pitched eight and a third innings. 
Senior catcher Russ Dickerson doubled and 
knocked in three runs and junior third baseman 
Dennis Knight had three hits to lead the Dukes. 
Sophomore outfielder Mike Reeves had three hits 
and four runs batted in as JMU crushed William and 
Mary 16-5 in its next game. Reeves leads the Dukes in 
home runs with two and RBI with eight. 
Sophomore Bobby Lamon, who has been bothered 
by arm trouble and was considered questionable for 
the southern trip, got the win for JMU. Lamon also 
recorded a save. 
After losing their next game to East Tennessee 6-1 
the Dukes won three in a row. 
JMU began its streak by beating William and Mary 
12-9. Junior outfielder Jeff Kidd punched out three 
hits as freshman Freddie Heatwole got his first win of 
the year. 
The Dukes then knocked off East Tennessee 3-2 in 
10 innings. Senior right-hander Dave Blondino went 
the distance, giving up only six hits and striking out 
six to even his record at 1-1. 
Sophomore second baseman Phil Fritz drove in 
three runs and senior right-hander Warner Crumb 
allowed four hits as JMU got recorded its third 
straight win by defeating American 9-2. 
The Dukes finished up the trip by splitting with 
Georgia Southern. JMU lost the first game, 7-4, but 
reached the .500 mark by taking the second contest, 
104t 
In their final game, the Dukes pounded out 16 hits. 
Fritz, Dickerson and sophomore outfielder Gordon 
Irons each had three hits and drove in a run as 
Carlton picked up his second win. 
Sophomore outfielder Marshall Wayland and 
senior shortstop Tom Bocock are the team's offensive 
leaders. Wayland is batting .366 with three RBI and 
four stolen bases and Bocock is hitting .333 with four 
doubles and four RBI. 
Kidd is the only other Duke currently hitting over 
300 with a .302 mark. 
Jeff Reid, a freshman pitcher and third baseman, 
was a pleasant suprise for Babcock. Reid appeared in 
four games, two on the mound. He had four hits in 
nine at bats with three RBI. 
The Dukes, who hosted Scranton College in a 
double header today, have three home games this 
weekend. JMU will play Virginia Military Institute 
Friday at 3 p.m., Liberty Baptist College Saturday at 
2 p.m. and the University of Richmond Sunday at 2 
p.m. 
"VMI is a vastly improved team," Babcock said. 
"I'm really worried about that game." 
JMU defeated VMI 30-2 last year 
Eastern Regional and Virginia state champion Dan Corbin (on top) lost his first 
round match at 190 pounds in the NCAA Championships. Teammate Paul Morina 
placed tenth.    (IBEEZE file photo) 
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Morina 10th in 
national finals 
By KENNY SOTHORON 
With all the publicity that the James Madison University 
basketball team has been getting, everyone has overlooked the 
achievements of the school's wrestlers. 
The Dukes have established themselves as a state power and 
have made a name for themselves in NCAA wrestling. 
For the first time ever, JMU sent two represenatives to the 
NCAA championships, which were held in Iowa. 
In the 158-pound division, Paul Morina won two of his four 
matches. Dan Corbin lost in the first round of the 190-pound 
weight class. 
Morina, a senior who became the first JMU wrestler to advance 
to the national championships last year, finished 10th in the 
competition. The top eight performers in each weight classes 
<~ were named to the All-America team. 
After defeating Gene Vatch of Northern Illinois 6-4 in the first 
round, Morina^as outpointed 12-5 by two-time defending national 
champion Rick Stewart of Oklahoma State. 
In the first round of the consolation, Morina rallied to decision 
Army's Chris Johnson 14-10. He fell one win short of an All- 
America ranking when he was eliminated from the tournament 
by Lou Montanno of Cal Poly. 
"I wish I had one more shot at it," said Morina. "I thought I 
wrestled well.'but I need to get better on my feet." 
Morina is not finished with wrestling yet. He plans to go into 
coaching and continue wrestling, possibly in AAU competition or 
with Athletes in Action. Another possibility Morina is entertaining 
is a shot at the 1984 Olympics. • 
"Morina's dedication and effort in the sport is unmatched," 
said JMU Coach Dick Besnier. "He has had a tremendous effect 
on the growth of our program. You don't get a chance to coach 
many Morinas." 
With a record this year of 35-3-1, Morina finished with a 71,-8-2 
mark in two years at JMU. 
Unlike Morina, who said he was "confident and mentally 
ready," Corbin had trouble with the large crowd at Iowa 
University. 
"I was in a daze and my concentration wasn't good," said 
Corbin, who lost to Joe Elinsky of Cal Poly 11-6 before a crowd of 
12,000. 
Only a junior, Corbin won the state and regioanl championships 
this year while compiling a record of 31-4 and is optimistic about 
next year. 
"I feel we can wrestle with most of the teams on the East Coast. 
Corbin also has an individual goal for next year, "I want to be an 
Ail-American." 
The Dukes, who placed third in the NCAA Eastern Regional, 
were voted as the top collegiate wrestling squad in the state, 
outdistancing the University of Virginia and Old Dominion 
University. 
.CiioiiUUtlliiivJ 
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Campanelli not interested 
in Seton Hall, Duquense 
Lou Campanelli ended some 
of the specualtion as to 
whether he will return for the 
1982-83 as the head coach of 
the James Madison Univer- 
sity basketball team. 
In a statement released 
trough the JMU Sports In- 
formation Office Wedensday 
afternoon, Campanelli an- 
nounced that he will not 
pursue the head coaching 
position at either Duquense or 
Seton Hall, two of the schools 
rumored to be interested in 
Campanelli. 
"I am flattered that my 
name has been mentioned in 
regards to coaching positions 
at Seton Hall and Duquense, 
but I want to state publicly 
that I am not interested in the 
coaching positions at either 
school,"   Campanelli  stated. 
"A number of rumors 
concerning those positions 
have been circulating the last 
several weeks and I hope that 
this will put an end to rumors 
regarding those positions," 
continued the JMU coach. 
But the possibility of a 
taking a job at another school 
was not ruled out. 
Women s basketball 
The James Madison 
University women's 
basketball team advanced to 
postseason play, where they 
were eliminated by Duke 
University. 
"Frankly, 
my dear, I'd rather get 
a personal in the next 
issue of The Breeze." 
"Personally, my dear, 
I think I'm worth more 
than a dollar." 
Personals and other 
classified ads in The 
Breeze cost $1 for up 
to 20 words and $1.75 
for 21-50 words. 
Deadline for the 
Monday paper is 2 
p.m. Friday and 
deadline for the Thurs- 
day paper is 2 p.m. 
Tuesday. 
Let a 
Breeze 
personal 
say it all 
foryou. 
Sports 
Roundup 
Duke defeated the 
Duchesses 63-60 in the first 
round of the AIAW Region II 
playoffs on March 9. 
After trailing by as many as 
11 points in the first half, the 
sixth-seeded Duchesses came 
back and led the third-seeded 
Blue Devils 47-45 with 9:52 
remianing. 
The Duchesses rally was led 
by senior Donna Firebaugh, 
who scored 12 of her 21 points 
in the first ten minutes of the 
second half. 
Women's tennis 
The women's tennis team at 
JMU has gotten off to a quick 
start, compiling a 5-2 mark in 
the early stages of the spring 
season. 
After opening their season 
with a home loss to Wake 
Forest (5-4), the Duchesses 
won five of six matches on a 
Southern trip last week. 
The Duchesses opened the 
road trip with a 5-3 win over 
Flagler College before 
defeating Central Florida (7- 
2), Columbus College (5-4), 
Louisville   (5-4)   and   North 
Carolina State (5-4). 
The only loss on the trip was 
suffered against Georgia 
Southern, which defeated the 
Duchesses 6-3. 
Worn en s swimm ing 
Freshman Nancy Rutsch 
set three JMU records and 
earned All-America honors as 
the JMU women's swim team 
finished theor season with an 
18th place finish in the AIAW 
National Swimmining and 
Diving Championships. 
Rutsch's performance 
earned two third-place 
finishes and a fourth. 
Another freshman, diver 
Gretchen Hally, won All- 
America honors 
Men s track 
Three members of the JMU 
men's track team placed in 
the IC4A Indoor track and 
field championships held at 
Princeton University March 6- 
7. 
JMU was especially strong 
in the long jump, where 
juniors Donny Little and 
Therron Phipps placed fifth 
and sixth, respectively. Lit- 
tle's jump pf 24'>V 
established a new JMU 
record. 
John McCutcheon also 
established a JMU record in 
the 500-yard dash with a time 
of 1:03.6, good for fifth place in 
the event. 
( 
Elizabeth McDougall (pictured above) has combined 
with freshman Sue Peeling to form the Duchesses 
top doubles team.( BREEZE file photo) 
Broke after Spring Break? 
Do you have "Star Qualities"? 
Do you have a desire to be on Harrisonburg's own 
WHSV-TV3? 
If the answer to anyoftheabove questionsis "Yes 
We might have a job for You as a model.. 
Qualities needed: 
• Male or Female 
• Photogenic 
• Outgoing (not camera shy) 
Amoun t of Tim e Required: 
• 2-4 hours 
Rate of Pay: 
• '$20.00 
If this sounds Good to You call Watsons, 
Valley Mall, Harrisonburg. 
)> 
433-8837 
^Watson's where value makes a difference 
t 
..». 
..,». 
. £&. i«t- 
«■ HM 
Love is 
A HAIR AFFAIR 
Experienced Hair Stylists 
Jor Suys £ Sals 
337 Cas/ fflarAe/ 6/. 
433-6691 
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FIRST AID FOR 
ACADEMICS 
Tips on Terras Papers 
Time Management 
Memory and Concentration 
Reading Textbooks 
Preparing for Exams 
Taking Exams , 
Wednesday, March 24, 11 a.m. 
Educational Skills Development Lab OR 
Thursday, March 25, 3 p.m. 
Educational Skills Development Lab 
2nd Floor Alumnae Hall 
Phone 433-6552 for More Information 
JWUUHqWIAQQIAID 
<*■<** 
Add Military in Society 
to your schedule 
MSCI110 10:00-ll:15(Fourth Block)MWF MA G2 
12:00-13:15(Fourth Block)MWF MA G2 
MSCI 110 examines ihe American experience in war. 
Topics range from present day American defense 
employment to the techniques of warfare since 
1400 B.C., concepts of basic political 
structures, the current international 
environment, national ideologies, goals and 
military-economic power of seleeted nations are 
discussed, with particular reference to the 
implications for United States national security. 
An atmosphere of open participation and 
discussion is encouraged. 
There is no military obligation involved. 
Textbooks are provided free. 
For more details, give us a call at 433-6264, 
or stop byMaury G3. 
- OTM mm mm mmi 
iimi&TMD^ 
FOR THE OFFICESOF 
PRESIDENT 
LEGISLATIVE VICE-PRESIDENT 
ADMINISTRATIVE VICE-PRESDENT 
TREASURER 
SECRETARY 
HONOR COUNCILPRESIDENT 
HONOR COUNCIL VICE-PRESIDENT 
r>rr 
^ 
Petitions, Declarations of Intention, and Election Rules may be picked up at the S. G.A. 
office on the first floor of the Warren Campus Center. Completed Petitions and 
Declarations of Intention must be returned to the S.G.A. office, for approval by 5:00pm, 
Tuesday, March 23,1982. For further information contact Greg Prokopchak at 4642. 
*M»» »•*»*»• 
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Brides House 
Come and see our 
wide Selection 
of Spring Gowns 
16S. Main St. 434-8053 
Moose 
Loose. 
Moosehead, Canada's Premium Beer, 
is on the loose in America. 
Taste the light, yet hearty and robust beer 
from the wilderness of Canada. 
It's head and antlers above the rest. 
Moosehead. 
Canada's Premium Been 
JOHN D. EILAND CO.. INC. 
VERONA -VA. 
Hr M-V.! •   >« Air. ■'• . "I-. 
si i    I'V II     i  ,    S        »■ •' ■•     i.'''*!J    •■• 
Uir   li     •>.•,,!!.■   '■  . '.     ..'.-.    .'   ■'•     i. „,:i 
m (ill -i ... n'Ml'M" •   .|' .■'■•         .•    , „, 
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,.-,II inn. .inn v . .i --iijMish sliidi's rtill he I»I r-a"\ trt by 
P|..,ili.i 'l.i '!■! .'..iiinii'i' in .. U ;i i Idssroom VdniMru 
.il  t .»> i •     ii.-w  tin    M,.*srm.>    ltiri(ii„i,)e  skills  supe'ini   !. 
.. I. ill-. ,    ni|)i'1ul.| !.vi vuti ivoyMins inUS 
'ii,.v   ii n»i> ., .01 ill li'"' in mjmi an airangnmenis 
»Aii SIMfcS'f-"    SIPT   IOCHC 23 SPRING SEMSSrtR 
Feb   1    JJII e '  *Hcn ve.w 
fUUV A( I "F0 IED A ivciqram of  Trinity Christum CoMtfl» 
SEMESTER IN SPAIN 
2442 E Collier S E    Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506 (* Program ol Trinity Christian Collage) 
\S A L L    TO L L   F R E E 'or f i,H. information 1 800 253 9008 
(in M.ch     f .* toll tree line inoperative can 1 616 942 2903 or 942 2541 collect) 
APRIL 1 
DEADLINE 
TO RETURN 
HOUSING CONTRACTS 
& 
DEPOSITS 
CONTRACTS WILL NOT BE 
ACCEPTED AFTER APRIL 1 
GOLD PRICES ARE DOWN ! 
Dear Customer, 
You can now purchase your 10 karat gold College Ring 
for much less money1 than you would have paid last year 
at this time.  
For more good news, all Ultrlum Rings will be offered at 
$10.00 off the regular retail price during this promotion. 
7 Tom Young 
Your Herff Jones College Ring Specialist 
** 
TO ORDER; Wed March 17                    n Q     J-—— 
nato-        Thur March 18    Tima   1U-J  
Place: W.C.C.   RoomC 
Deposit required $, 5.00 
■ 
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Classified ads 
*    ' 
For Sale Doonesbury 
BUY NEW FURNITURE AT 
WHOLESALE OR BELOW AT 
HARRISONBURQ DISCOUNT 
FURNITURE.We sell name 
brand factory seconds, close- 
outs, scratch and dent, etc. 
One block north of Roses off 
Rt. 11 on West Johnson Street. 
Next to Rocklngham Bag Co. 
and Harrisonburg Ceramics. 
Open 10-6 Monday-Sat. 
433-9532.  
SURPLUS JEEPS, CARS AND 
TRUCKS AVAILABLE. Many 
sell for under $200. Call 
312-742-1143 Ext. 5090 for infor- 
matlon on how to purchase. 
Lost 
JEAN JACKET WITH KEYS, 
ETC. in pockets. Desperately 
need keys back, would ap- 
preciate the rest. Contact 
LOCKED OUT Box 2186. 
LOST: on 5-14, light blue 
Oshman's sweat jacket. White 
stripe, collar, cuffs. Please call 
Mary at 5058. Great sentimen- 
tal value. Reward! 
Services 
TYPING SERVICE 18 years ex- 
perience, dissertations, 
theses, reports, etc. IBM pica 
or elite type. Double spaced 
material .85 page. Call Mrs. 
Price, 879-9935.  
THE AVERAGE RECRUITING 
OFFICER looks at thousands 
of resumes! Will yours stand 
out? It will with the profes- 
sional help of Bob Prlvott and 
Assoicates Advertising Agen- 
cy. We offer a wide range of 
services including design, 
copy and typesetting, at all 
reasonable prices. Call today 
at 434-6951 for the professional 
touch. 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
SERVICE We do top quality 
work at the lowest printing 
cost in town! We can handle all 
your resume needs from 
choices of paper, to different 
styles of type. We can give you 
layout advice and include 
photographs on your resume. 
Bring us your camera ready 
copy and save even more. We 
also do professional typing. In- 
quire at Budget Instant Prin- 
ting, 1780A South Main St., 
(Across for Osman Motors) 
434-1929.  
TYPING     IN     MY     HOME 
reasonable rates, convenient 
location near college, 
references Call 433-9589. 
NEED A NEW SPRING SUM- 
MER WARDROBE? I take In 
sewing, and also some altera- 
tions. Call Robin 433-3240. 
Help Wanted 
OVERSEAS JOBS Sun.- er and 
year round. Europe, S. 
America, Australia, Asia. All 
fields. $50O-$1,200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free Information. 
Write IJC Box 52VA4 Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625.  
LOOKING for someone with a 
Greek background to tutor me 
in the modern Greek language. 
If interested please call 
433-1874 or contact me 
through box 5065 (JMU). M.H. 
Boylan.  
I _ 
BECAUSE YOU ASKED FOR IT, 
CAMPERS, HACK WITH US TODAY 
IS TOPPOPDOCtWJASHeR, 
HERE WPLUG HIS LATEST,*THB 
MELLOW RARLW.SHARINGYOUR 
SPACE wm DEPENDENTS? so 
WHAVS THE POOP ON THE BOOK, 
/DANIEL? 
DR. DAN, IN Y0URPREFACETO 
'THE MELLOWPARENT', YOU 
MAKE THE P0INT7HAT THS 
BIGOEST DECISION A COUPLE 
WILL Em. IACE is WHEN 
TO BECOME BARENTS, RIGHT? 
DAN, IN'YOUR. 
BOOKY0U CLAIM 
THAT A MAJOR 
PROBLEM fORTHE 
MBLLOWPARENT 
IS DESIGNER, 
JEANS. I 
THATSRIGHT, 
MARK. DESIGN- 
ERJEANS 
ARBTEARING 
A LOTOF FAM 
IUES APART. 
/ 
DR.PAN.ONEOF   im$am 
THAT VIDEO WILL 
NEWPARENTSIS BE THE FAMILY 
'JESSES* SCRAPB00K0F 
^££££3?"   W?'EIGHTIES! IBM, RIGHT* ' / 
Roommates 
WEU.MARKeVERWNESEEMSTO 
BE INTO CHILD-REARINOWX DAYS, 
SOZJUSTFLASHEDONANEEDFOR 
A NEW PARENTING HOW-TO. ITS 
All IN THERE-EVERYTHING FROM 
HIRING WUR FIRST NANNY TO N0N- 
SEXISTOONPITKHNG T0WHERBVHIDE 
sf^^YURDOPBL 
THATS RIGHT, MARK.   TIMING 
IS THEHOTSUBJECT-TODAY, ESPE- 
CIALLY TO WOMEN 0VBR3O. MANY 
OF THEM ARE- TRYING TO BUILD 
CAREERS, BUT THEYHBAR THEIR 
BIOLOGICAL CLOCKS TICKING 
AWAY.   I 
BECAUSE OF BROOKESHIELDS AND 
ALLTHET.V.ADS.IWSTODAYARB 
CLAMORING FOR STATUS JEANS. 
UNFORTUNATELY, THEY6FOW0UTOF 
THEM QUICKLY, 50 MANY PARENTS 
PONT THINK THEY'RE WORTH THE 
M0NEY.\ 
WITH A GOOD PORTABLE SYSTEM, 
YOU'LL BE ABLE TO CAPTURE 
ALL THOSE EARLY MOMENTS 
\)WLLTREASURE F0RYEARS 
ft \ TO COME, INCLUDING THE 
y) ACTUAL MOMENT OF ORTH! 
by Garry Trudeau 
ANDYOU 
BRING A 
WEALTH0F 
EXPERIENCE 
7DWKAP- 
VICE, PONT 
W.LWL? 
1 SURE DO. iXEGOT 
THIO KIDS FROM MY 
FIRSTMARRIA0E,0NE 
FROM MY SECOND, 
AND TWO GREAT 
STEP-KIDS FROM 
MY THIRD. 
SOTHERES 
A LOT OF 
LAUGHTER 
AR0UNDTHE 
ASHER HOUSE 
HOLD, EH? 
ACTUALLY, ONLY 
ON WEEKENDS. 
BUTMYLMI- 
YERSW0RK- 
NGONIT. 
THE MELLOW HUBBY SHOULD COM- 
PENSATE BY BEING CIRCUMSPECT. 
EVEN IF HE MENDS TOPARDCIFATE 
FULLY, HE SHOULDMAKESURBHIS 
WIFE /SUP TO BOTH RAISING A KID 
ANDBRIN6IN6HOMETHATCRmOAL 
SECONDINCOMBl 
BUTHOW 
CAN HE 
TELLIN 
ADVANCE? 
S7ARTHER0UT 
ON A PUPPY. 
SEE HOW MUCH 
ITEATSmO 
HER TIME. 
SO WHICH 
SIDE OF 
THE ISSUE 
DOXHJ 
COMED0NN 
ON, DAN? 
\ 
m PP0-JEANS,MARK. 
KJOSWILBEJUDGEDON 
THEIR JEANS ALLTHEIR 
uves.fWENTsunsmp 
ON JEANS GIVE THEIR 
CHILDREN ASOOALHAW- 
ICAP! N 
JltiSSS WtWHAW 
Sfcv^ESe PBtRJERINHIS 
f™Jf_ LUNCHPAILCOULD 
THING? MISS THE BOAT' 
\ v. - _ a 
.     NOT AT ALL. MOST DELIVERY 
ROOMSAREWLU-UT.SOALL 
BIRTH' Y0UD05P0PINACA93Em 
w-oa   M€ YOU'LL HAVE A TAPE OF jo/Wei JUNIOR YOU'LL WANT TO 
,       SHOW OVER. AND OVER 
AGAIN! \ 
m        WELL, UKEATHIS 
UK£       BIRTHDAY PARTIES! 
WHEN*    H& iJT7lB FRIENDS 
WILL HOWL! 
\ 
i 
(HE Foft.Gor ro PAy MI^H 
>
 CA&L6 BILL THIS ATOrJTH.J 
'/ML HE'S PICKIAJ'HP IS \ 
V , CHAMW£(, $-J 
by Tom Arris 
yflfJ RJOAv/^   FOURTH 
RE-£UW Of lO\l£ &oAT" 
AND FAMTASy  l*IAMD. 
J      L 
*&«■ 
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INFORMATION ON ALASKAN 
AND   OVERSEAS   EMPLOY- 
MENT.Excellent income poten- 
tial. Call (312)741-9780 Exten- 
tion 3131.  
REWARD 200 teachers wanted 
for 1982-83. For details inquire 
at your Placement Office or 
write Prince George's County 
Public Schools, Upper 
Marlboro, MD. 20772. Border- 
ing Washington, D.C. Salary 
range (1981-82) 
$13.215-S22,337.  
For Rent 
SPACE IN LARGE HOUSE FOR 
RENT utilities Included. One 
block from campus. Available 
March 6. $127.50 monthly. Call 
Charlene, 433-3562 after 5:30. 
APARTMENT ON CAMPBELL 
ST. within walking distance of 
campus. Three bedrooms, llv- 
ingroom with fireplace, dining 
room, kitchen, off-street park- 
ing. Maximum occupancy, 
four. $325 monthly. 289-9650. 
LARGE ROOM IN FARM 
HOUSE 3 and a half miles from 
campus, private bath, private 
entrance, phone. One month 
rent plus deposit, lease 
negotiable. Suitable for one or 
two persons. Call 434-6307 or 
433-1873. Available March 1. 
THREE BEDROOM 
TOWNHOUSE One mile from 
JMU one roomate needed. $105 
per person a month plus 
utilities. Available In May. Call 
Shirley at 4338911.  
APARTMENT IN HOUSE. One 
and a half blocks from campus 
on South Main. Four 
bedrooms. Available May- 
August. Call 433-8432.  
FULLY FURNISHED Three 
bedroom townhouse for rent 
May-Aug. Squire Mill pool and 
tennis courts. $30Q or less. Call 
433-3501. \ 
Stan • On • Campus by Pat Butters 
Morbid Comics by Dave McConnell, Scott McClelland 
Misc. 
VISA-MASTERCARDS ISSUED 
QUICKLY! No credit check. 
Guaranteed. Free details. Send 
self-addressed,   stamped 
envelope:   Creditline,   Box 
334-BX, Rye. NH 03870. 
Personals 
TIMMY This is Just to let you 
know how special you are to 
me. Thanks for putting up with 
me and taking care of me. You 
are the best friend anyone 
could wish for, and I'm lucky 
you're mine! I love you. 
GRETCH 
DONNA Big 21! And endless is 
here. We've got to KARR PM! 
You're sumpin' special Happy 
Birthday! Love, CATH-AND 
JEN-JEN  
ANYONE INTERESTED IN 
PARTICIPATING IN A 24 HOUR 
SURVEILLANCE please con- 
tact Marlon Perkins at 46?? 
NUMBER 42 Thanks for the 
hug. Hope you liked the sign. 
Why don't you RSVP invita- 
tions? With love, BOBBY'S AD- 
MIRER 
BEANIE Well tie my face to a 
hog and roll me through the 
mud. I didn't have one heck of 
a swell time over yonder at 
your place. I know I've got to 
reevaluate my life, but wenn 
werder unsere Augen wieder 
treffen? YOUR FUTURE 
ROOMIE  
DIAL (202) 224-3121 to reach 
any representative or senator 
in his Washington office to ask 
what   they  are  doing   about 
hunger. 
COLLEEN I Had an 
unbelievable time last Friday 
nlte. Without you It would have 
been "Just another nite." I hear 
Gifford 218 is still smouldering 
from our presence. We definite- 
ly have to get together more 
often. I do have one question; 
How do I make you mine? Love, 
HIM  
ANNE (RED) Enjoy your honey- 
moon in,Bermuda. Pack for 
two, we're sending you Mr. 
Sexy. Happy 19th. THE BOWS 
Jiffy 66 
andMarket 
E. on Port Road Across from 
Howard Johnsons. 
Budl2pk. 4.69 
Busch6pk. 1.89 
Old Mill Bottles 1.89 
Heinken 6 pk. 3.49 
Milk 1 gal. 2.09 
All Cigarette cartons 4.89 
MAGAZINES 
PAPERBACKS 
OPEN7DAYS 
PRICES GOOD 
i • • •■«  •*■ »••»»•..'..Wrf**..1 ■   -•.'.•»•-■• ■    •. -^ 
FLYING 
LESSONS 
PLUS $ 17,000 INCOME YOUR FIRST YE AR 
Ami that, only the Jtart of your career 11 in AH Fore* Pilot or Navigator. 
II you era • college ienior o. graduate and SIWI tattled on a company 
or corporation yet. why not get your eaecutwe carMr oft to • flying 
(tart at a Pilot or Navigator in tht U. S. Air Foict 
Your  Officar'i Commotion will give you strong executive credential! 
proof of your loadarihip ability. 
Aw Fore* entitlement! include 30 tiayt vacation with pay. medical 
and dental eara, graduate education opportunitiet. and more. 
It'i a great opportunity! If you aPe a college lenior or graduate between 
the agn ol 20M and 27. you may be qualified lor the Air F»<ce Fly113 
P«e>jram. 
Call Collect 
Sgt. Workman 
(703)885-4284 
A great way of life 
t 
....**• 
SIGMA NU SKI UNITS Monday 
thru Friday what a way to go. 
nine trashed losers skiing in 
the snow. We were up each day 
at 8 although we were beat to 
the kitchen thru the cabinets. 
Hey Paul- What are you mak- 
ing to eat?" "Let's all ski 
together" Jim would always 
say but since some of then 
were pantyhose we knew to 
stay away. We hit the Black 
Bear and part of FIS then the 
old catwalk would take us 
home from there. A fire was 
usually burning which Ted 
Noxious built a lot and Daves 
Cramergesic Back Rubs really 
made us hot. The evening 
came fast we would party quite 
a whllt Body Slams and with 
Hank Massive flesh piles ten 
more bong hits and a case of 
Busch beer then Mark will play 
"Boogie at Midnight" before 
the break was over and while 
us skiers were already a mess 
the Embryo brothers decided 
to come up and be our guests. 
Fun days and wild nights us 
chics had a nice week but why 
did some of you start out nice 
and end up being geeks? Given 
it doesn't matter this place we 
have been cause we all figured 
"we'd probably never see you 
again!" VERMONT SMUG- 
GLERS, LISA. TERRI, LISA 
CRAZY WOMAN I had a great 
time at our meatball dinner, 
dessert was great too. It 
definitely will be an 
awesome (earthquake time) 
talk to the boys in Ikenberry 
and get it straight. I'll miss you 
over break. SWEETt 
CATHERINE     OF      NORF 
Academy, Aren't the clouds 
like mother of pearl today? 
Heard you up on the hill Mon- 
day, blessed are the 
Pacemakers1 As you know, no 
one's as good as you. we 
weren't worthy of your 
presence. Did you kill Palmer in 
the sac? Oh, Micheal!' CUNNY 
AND ANTOIT 
Generic Collegian 
C'MQH   RALPH ,~rWS 
IS CrETTtHfr   VUJT , 
A LITTLE RtDICUtOUS. 
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by Chris Whelpley 
h'HAT'S   HAPPCveb TO 
You*.    SENSe oF CrooD 
SPORTSMANSHIP A NO 
FAIR      pLAy p 
/ -A 
>rt?u (jonuA Com p CAM  OR   S£#\/£ ? 
THIS WEEK'S BABE IS MIKE 
W. Sullenbergar and the Spring 
Break Babe of the Week is Kent 
W. Shell. (Congratulations) 
FRED on your B-Day take it 
easy on the leather nuns or you 
could become pregnant arid 
have to get married in April like 
me. Keep on giving good 
weekends. I can see the 
license now AMF ZO. Don't 
fold your napkin too much oh, 
that's me. Anyway. Tim said 
you couldn't have him this 
weekend, he's busy. 
NAPOLEAN RANDOLPH FAIR- 
MONT  
TO DAN AND JIMMY AND ALL 
THE DUKES We've yelled for 
you all season long and now 
we'll be behind you all the way 
at the tournament. The loudest 
screams you hear will be ours. 
With love, THE LADIES OF THE 
WALDORF HYSTERIA  
OVERPOPULATION DOES 
NOT CAUSE 
STARVATION...Starvation is 
the cause of overpopulation... 
JOSUE DE CASTRO 
LOGAN HALL WOULD LIKE TO 
THANK THE QIRLS WHO 
"LOCKEDIN" FOR THE 
CHILDREN'S FUND: Alys 
Roberts, Traci Barnett, Penny 
Friend, Karole Baumgartner, 
Kathy Charlton, Tricia Mooney, 
Cathy Geisenhous, Brenda 
Sylvia, Willie Cairns, Karen 
Urich and Bobbi Ardulnl. A 
special thanks also goes to 
Donut Man, Long John Silvers, 
Howard Johnson's, Dutch Pan- 
try, Harrisonburg Fruit and Pro- 
duce, Krogers, JM'&and Pizza 
Hut for providing food and to 
all those who contributed to 
the cause.  
BETH A guy from Birmingham 
called. Said his name was 
Wilson and wants to go danc- 
ing. WICKED 
COUNTRY BUMPKINS Thanks 
for the ride. Oh my God! Watch 
out for mad dogs and Pelicans. 
Never leave girls stranded at 
rest stops they may pick up 
truckers and never pick up 40 
year olds at HoJo's. Next time I 
take the bus. CITY SLICKER 
ROB Missed you over break. 
Left SPE early. Don't fret I'll be 
back soon. KIM ' 
CHIP I really enjoyed your com- 
pany up at Snuggler's the vaca- 
tion was a hit. Keep in touch. 
Luv LISA  
SCRUFFY Grrr! I'm going to 
miss you over vacation. Have 
fun—think of me sometimes. I 
Love you! SUPER PREP 
YOU'RE RIGHTI Cary and Fritz 
the glass blower...We'vegot to 
break the news to Teddy. HI 
HO HENDERSON, AWAYI 
MS.    BROWN-EYED    GIRL: 
Please accept my I.O.U. for 
several million dollars collec- 
table in traveler's checks. 
Thanks. CALEDONIA  
HEY BECKY-BABY: Tonight (I 
mean this morning), has been a 
hell of a time, hasn't it? I'm 
almost through with my page 
and after that, wanna go to 
C&E? Also, tell Rich to type his 
own tape next time. FROM YO- 
YO WITH LOVE 
JOHN-BOY: My momma 
always told me if you can't say 
something nice, don't say 
anything at all. That's all I have 
to say. DISGUSTED    
ROACHES IN MY APART- 
MENT: I understand that you 
have guests visiting this week 
(i.e. the silverfish). Please make 
sure they don't steal any 
towels. Gratefully, THE EX- 
ECUTIONER  
HAIL! HAIL! Freedonia, Hail! 
Hail! Hail!  
TOD: Sure is nice living with a, 
uh, well, you know. Good luck 
with Rhinocerous. DAVE: Sure 
.is nice to have a roommate 
again. KATHRYN: Where have 
you been hiding? TO ALL 
POWER HITTERS: Take off you 
hosers. FENSTER  
EXECUTIONER: Your per- 
sonals are becoming sappy 
and reveal impotence, maybe 
you're getting too much 
cholestrol In your diet. Don't 
worry about the towels, but you 
might consider locking up the 
twinkles. ROACHES 
The  Breeze 
is  hiring next year's:» 
News editor 
Editorial editor 
Feature editor 
Sports editor 
Photo editor 
Production manager 
Assistant editors 
Reporters 
Sports writers 
Photographers 
Artists 
Critics 
Columnists 
Ad design manager 
Ad designers 
Ad salespersons 
Typists 
Driver 
Mai I room worker 
Positions are paid. 
Some photography and reporting 
positions are open now. 
Applications are available from 
Chris Kouba, The Breeze, Wirte- 
Price Building. 
Applications are due 2 p.m. 
March 25. 
' ■... -I-.-. 
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'Viewpoints 
Black History 
Future rests in black hands 
By JEFF ARTIS 
I would like to conclude my Black History series 
by discussing black progress and by giving possible 
solutions black people should resort to to improve 
the conditions we face in our country. I would also 
like to address the question as to whether or not 
blacks can truly call themselves Americans. 
In certain areas, black progress has been made. 
But on the whole, black progress is a fallacy. Middle 
and upper-class blacks can go to movies, 
restaurants, ride in the front of the bus and can run 
for certain public offices with a realistic chance of 
winning. Blacks earn good salaries in sports 
careers. Blacks can get an education at most of the 
predominantly white universities and colleges 
across the country, especially athletes. Blacks can 
marry whites without the threat of going to jail. 
There is a black Supreme Court justice. On the 
surface, things appear to be pretty good, as de jure 
segregation is pretty much dead. 
In reality, for every step forward blacks have 
made, society has shoved them two steps back- 
ward. The recent governmental layoffs prove that 
blacks are still the last hired and the first fired, the 
highest percentage of laid off governmental 
workers are black. 
Black unemployment and black teenage unem- 
ployment is the highest it has been in years. De 
facto segregation still remains in housing and in 
many public school systems. Blacks are still sub- 
jected to horrendous stereotypes in the media, 
especially on television. No matter how qualified he 
or she is, a black cannot realistically run for 
president of the United States with any hope of 
winning because of the color of his skin. 
Despite the gains in the voting process achieved 
in the 60's, blacks could lose such progress if the 
Voting Rights Act of 1965 is repealed or weakened. 
Blacks could also face massive losses in the area of 
social programs if the states are allowed to control 
these programs. 
It must be remembered that the federal govern- 
ment took over certain state programs because the 
states were not administering them properly. The 
Voting Rights Act is a case in point The racist 
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practices by the states in the past cannot be 
forgotten, especially when people nice Strom 
Thurmond, Harry Byrd, and George Wallace still 
carry quite a bit of clout in their respective states. 
Thurmond, for example, is the head of the U.S. 
Senate Judiciary Committee. 
In addition, the salary gap between whites and 
blacks is widening instead of getting smaller. A 
black family of four, for example, on the average 
makes 57 cents to every dollar a white family of four 
makes. White men are paid better than black men 
and white women are paid better than black 
women. 
As for the gains made through the Civil Rights 
Bill, the black poor have not benef itted at all. What 
good is it to be able to sit in an integrated restaurant 
if you cannot afford to go there and have no means 
to get there if you could afford it? 
There are actions black people can resort to to 
offset the problems they face in society. First, 
because of the complexities of capitalism and our 
society's attitudes toward racism, blacks must 
realize that integration is an unrealistic goal. 
Desegregation is a much more realistic one, for it 
uses integration as a means to an end, instead of 
regarding integration as an end in itself. 
Socially, black people must stop being so 
dependent on the white power structure to cure 
their problems. The white power structure will help 
blacks only when it benefits the structure and not 
out of any great compassion for blacks. It is for that 
reason that blacks must depend more upon 
themselves. However, it is the responsibility of the 
white power structure to help blacks beome as self- 
sufficient as possible. After all, it is the white power 
structure that has put blacks in the disadvantage*! 
position they are in in the first place. 
Economically, black people must band together 
and vote for candidates who will help them and not 
just pay lip service to them. If it means forming an' 
alliance with other minority groups, it should be 
done. Blacks need to crack the white power 
structure. However, while blacks must become less 
dependent on the white power structure, there is no 
Way that any group can completely ignore or 
separate itself from it. Blacks must remember that 
any structure that works against them is the 
enemy, whether it is a certain form or level of 
government or simply a college board of ad- 
ministrators. 
Finally, blacks must not be afraid to use any 
means possible, short of political assassination to 
assure themselves of social, political, no it... \ 
rights. If it means boycotts, boycott. If it luftiits 
protests, protest. And if these and other "proper 
channels" have been exhausted and drastic 
measures must be taken, take them, but only as a 
last resort and only to show that blacks are not 
above using violence to get what should have been 
theirs in the first place. 
Can black people realistically call themselves 
true Americans? Because of the disgraceful con- 
duct of the people in the white power structure, no. 
No other group in America, with the possible ex- 
ception of the American Indians, has been ex- 
ploited, manipulated, lied to and abused as much as 
the black people of this country. Because they are 
not extended the same rights as whites, and 
because of the practices of the racist power 
structure, blacks are people who live in America 
but are not equal Americans. 
Voting rights, election to menial offices, and 
supposed civil rights are only illusions created by 
the white power structure to offset international 
pressure and to assure other countries that the U.S. 
government is working to ensure the rights of its 
black population. In short, the white power struc- 
ture plays a public relations game, one that it has 
mastered very well. 
Time will not cure the problems of black people. 
To say so is a huge mistake. Time did not wipe out 
the oppression the Jews face and the same holds 
true for blacks. Black people must realize that the 
key to overcoming their problems is work. A few 
individuals working for the good of the rest will not 
do; we must all work. We must forget our petty 
differences. Most important, we must stop playing 
into the hands of the white power structure and 
start asserting ourselves, not just in spurts, but all 
of the time. »* 
Spring break ends 
Fading memories, fading tans 
By LISA JENNINGS 
Another spring break at James Madison 
University has come and gone, and we can 
paste a few more momentoes in our collage of 
college memories. How short a week of 
sleeping in, Mom's cooking, and general 
laziness can seem when faced with 8 a.m. 
classes, D-hall and the rest of the old grind- 
stone again! And on top of the usual trauma of 
putting our brains back in gear, most of us will 
have an additional threat to our psychological 
stability: we have to expose our winter-white 
skin against the glow of the more fortunate 
tropically tanned people. 
The tanned troops have arrived back from 
Florida, the Bahamas, and various other 
warm and sunny places. With golden skin and 
warmed bones, they come back to JMU to 
gloat at their pale-faced and frozen comrades. 
Spring is tauntingly near, but the weather is 
not quite right for exposing ivory bodies in 
small bikinis. Yet with irreverent immodesty 
some brown-skinned buffoons will insist on 
sporting clothes that reveal tan lines and 
freckles galore. They bounce around in their 
new Mickey Mouse ears, fresh from 
Disneyland, smelling like overripe cocoanuts 
and leaving trails of freshly peeled skin 
wherever they go. 
Tanned men look for opportunities to take off 
their shirts, but when they are forced to wear 
clothes, they wear their new surf shirts 
acquired at some bar in Ft. Lauderdale or 
Daytona. Tanned women flaunt their carefree 
lack of makeup, while we peaches 'n' cream 
cake on the Cover Girl. Blonde hair becomes 
an even greater status symbol. 
It is humiliating to stand next to a bronzed 
bod in line at D-hall. It is embarrassing to 
brush your hair in the same mirror as someone 
whose hair has been lightened naturally by the 
sun. It is frustrating to face teasingly mild 
weather, knowing that summer is still so far 
off and the chances of getting a spring tan to 
compete with the March beach bums are slim. 
It is a small comfort, but keep in mind the 
fact that these sun-radiated figures will regret 
HIT indulgent spring break overexposure 
someday. When we are all 40 years old, we fair- 
skinned adults will glowingly dab on the OU of 
Olay while our raisin-skinned friends will 
wallow in hopelessly wrinkled sorrow. Will 
they brag about Florida then? 
For now, fellow palefaces, we must try to 
support one another in our colorless 
comaraderie. If you pass a fellow student with 
his or her sunburned nose in the air, do not fret. 
Just find a pal more pallid than thou, and soon 
all the others shall fade into blistering oblivion. 
« 
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Old doors should be used 
To the editor: 
Madison Memorial Library 
Additon Opening Day: 
Multitudes of students cruise 
up the steps to the library, as 
they have always done in the 
past. They reach the top of the 
steps, grab the door handle, 
but to no avail. With confused 
looks, they turn around and 
descend the stairs wondering 
why the main entrance is 
closed. Why is it closed? 
Because the administration 
has made a bad decision. 
We support the library 
addition with its new access 
patterns for books and 
reference materials and the 
additional study areas. We 
also    appreciate    the    con- 
cessions the library staff has 
made. But we are disturbed 
that the main entrance is 
being closed. 
There are available 
alternatives to this problem. 
An additional electronic book 
detection system could be 
installed at the main en- 
trance. While we realize this is 
costly, the expense would be 
minimal compared to that of 
the entire project. We are sure 
present and future students 
would appreciate it. Another 
feasible alternative would be 
to install turnstiles at the 
main entrance and use it only 
as an entrance. 
The traditional bluestone 
facade and stairway signify 
the1 library's importance «.• 
campus and reinforce the 
traditional value of learning. 
Having the old entrance lead 
to no opening is ridiculous. 
The old entrance is the logical 
ana most obvious entrance to 
newcomers and visitors alike. 
It is dignified and 
aesthetically pleasing; the 
new entrance is not. 
We feel the old entrance 
should be preserved for others 
to enjoy in the future. Besides, 
it is hard enough to find your 
way through the library 
without havng to look for the 
entrance. 
Tina Cook 
Caroline Gilmore 
Jeff Laushey 
Give visitors space, 
not parking tickets 
OKA* - OZT£rtOP«,   % 
ENTWNCE, ■    ^-^ 
To the editor: 
I Recently received a 
parking ticket for parking on 
SAB Drive, the service road in 
front of the Warren Campus 
Center. v v 
At the end of the road there 
are six „ /parking spaces 
designated for visitors. But 
what constitutes a visitor? Is 
it the J*mes_ Madison 
University vehicle operators 
that find it so convenient to 
park there? Or is a visitor one 
of the many cars so often 
parked there with resident 
student decals on their rear 
windshields? 
According to Webster's 
Dictionary, a visitor is "one 
who comes to see a person or 
spend time in a place, 
whether for social, business, 
or professional reasons, or for 
sightseeing ... one who makes 
a brief ... visit." Does this 
definition include state 
vehicles and vehicles owned 
by those who reside on 
campus? 
Many commuter students 
find it very inconvenient to 
park in Y lot (if they can find a 
space there), and walk to the 
Union for the sole purpose of 
checking their mail. However, 
this is the only alternative 
when all six visitor parking 
spaces are filled. If a com- 
muter driver decides to park 
on SAB Drive, like I did, there 
is the chance they will receive 
a ticket. That's exactly what it 
is, too — a chance. This is 
'Criminal'not reformed 
D-hall orange thief violated rules, trust 
To the editor: 
I am writing in response to 
"Confessions, of a D-Hall 
Orange Thief1 in the March l, 
issue of The Breeie. Mr. 
Green, the reformed criminal 
seems to be under the im- 
pression that if he is caught 
stealing food from D-hall, 
returning the red-handed 
goods makes everybody 
happy and the situation 
normal again. 
Well, stop here and think, 
Mr. Green. D-hall's budget 
depends solely upon the 
money received from contract 
holders. D-hall receives no 
state-funding. 
I am a contract holder. 
When D-hall hikes its contract 
prices every semester to 
replace utensils, tray.;, and 
stolen food, who suffers? I do. 
You are, in effect, stealing 
from me. This is a situation 
for which I have a definite 
lack of appreciation. 
"But wait!," you might cry, 
"I paid for X number of 
meals, and I'm entitled to that 
food!" Wrong! Consider the 
facts. Contract prices are as 
low as they are because D-hall 
does not buy enough food for 
all of the contract holders to 
eat all of the meals they could 
possibly consume under any 
given contract Everyone does 
not eat every meal allowed 
under any given contract. 
The price of your contract 
would be substantially higher 
if in fact you actually paid for 
(for instance) 21 meals per 
week. You are not entitled to 
meals plus anything you can 
sneak past the checkers. 
Speaking of the checkers, I 
talked to several about your 
letter and what follows are the 
conclusions that I drew from 
your letter and from their 
opinions: 
In relation to you ap- 
prehension, parading through 
D-hall with a tray full of 
uneaten fruit is not what I 
would call subtle. In your 
letter, you mentioned that 
"Unfortunately, this checker 
refused to give me the benefit 
I    'JV rateiM PJV-IV .JA- 'r, v, rtaV*! r,Y 
of a doubt" It would seem to 
me that you left little doubt in 
her mind that you were in- 
tending to leave with a 
pocketful of "Florida .sun- 
shine." 
Also, I would imagine that if 
you were close enough to the 
checker for her to "spy" on 
you, you might have become 
conscious of the fact that she 
was watching you. After all, it 
is part of her job to see that no 
food passes through D-hall's 
doors. Her gaze might even 
have caused you to reconsider 
your strategy before har- 
vesting the "fruits" of your 
actions. 
The rule says that stealing 
food begets a $10 fine. No 
checker is obligated to cut 
anyone they catch any slack, 
including you. Further, if you 
have ever played a "penalty 
card" 
\ 
game, then you may be 
familiar with this rule: "Give 
some lip, Take a sip." The 
point is, mathematically 
speaking, that the amount of 
antagonism the checker 
receives is inversely 
proportional to the amount of 
slack that she may or may not 
cut you. 
In principle, taking food 
from D-hall is as bad as 
someone taking your car. It is 
stealing, period. Your non- 
chalant attitude toward food 
theft is exactly why people let 
other people get away with it. 
Today, stealing fruit is OK. 
Tomorrow, my stereo? People 
like you are the reason why I 
have to lock my door when I 
go anywhere. 
What I did not understand 
about your letter was why you 
were complaining about your 
punishment for orange 
stealing. The only things you 
lost were $10 and the trust and 
respect of anyone who knows 
who you are and who read 
your letter. At U.Va, you 
would be an honor violator 
and an ex-student. How about 
using your second chance to 
really become reformed? 
Frederick F.ndert 
because of the lack of con- 
sistency in enforcing the 
parking laws. Of course, if one 
does receive a ticket it is 
possible to appeal it. Still, it 
grieves me to be told by 
colleagues that an appeal can 
be accepted from one offender 
and denied to another for the 
same violation, supposedly for 
the purpose of meeting a 
quota. 
In adddition.whv are those 
vehicles with no parking 
decals or "Faculty and Staff" 
decals immune to this abuse? 
Is this because non-students' 
grades cannot be withheld for 
failure to pay the fine? Can 
faculty tactfully and 
bureaucratically get their 
violations nullified? What 
about those service vehicles in 
spaces designated Han 
dicappped Parking? Finally, 
what are commuter students 
to do when they find the only 
"Emergency Commuter 
Student Puiking for the 
Health Center ' occupied by a 
faculty member or a JMU 
service vehicle? 
I submit that the flagrant 
abuse and misuse of 
designated parking spaces 
should cease, and that JMU 
security police and those 
cadets responsible for 
distributing parking tickets 
should use a little bit of 
judgment prior to engaging in 
their descriminatory prac- 
tices. 
Kevin Fortier 
Readers, 
i  i  11 w 
write! 
Readers' Forum is an 
opportunity for the 
students, faculty, and 
staff of James Madison 
University to voice their 
complaints, con- 
fessions, corrections, 
compliments, con- 
victions,     and     plain 
contrary opinions. 
Send letters to the 
editor to The Breeie, 
Wine-Price Building. 
Typed, double-spaced 
letters are preferred; 
all letters must include 
the author's name, 
address, and telephone 
number. 
■■   . 
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NIGHT 
CALL 
The Harrisonburg Rescue Squad has 
been providing a critical service for the 
city and surrounding areas. Each night, 
members of the squad take turns at the 
squad headquarters so they can res- 
pond to calls 4or help. There are trained 
professionals who can treat minor in- 
juries and major accidents with extreme 
care and efficiency. 
Photos: Top left; The Rescue Squad 
responds to a call from a Harrisonburg 
resident who apparently was suffering 
from a fractured or dislocated left 
shoulder. Squad Captain Vince Harkins 
and Barbara Long cautiously move the 
victim onto a stretcher. Middle right: 
Squad members transport the victim to 
an ambulance. Middle left: The victim is 
rushed to Rockingham Memorial 
Hospital for further treatment. Bottom: 
Checking' the equipment is extremely 
important to ensure the safety of the 
victims. They are checked daily. Here 
Long checks a bag mask. 
yi   . 
Photos by Yo Nagaya 
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ECAC South Review 
By DANNY FINNEGAN 
Before the start of the 1981-82 
basketball season, coaches around the 
ECAC South could agree on few 
things. 
One belief they all shared, however, 
was that the team most likely to win 
the post-season tournament would be 
the one that peaked at tournament 
time. 
And even though James Madison 
University appeared strong entering 
the tournament, with tough late 
season road victories against Old 
Dominion University and the College 
of William and Mary and 13 wins in 
their last 14 games, the team that 
peaked at the right time was Old 
Dominion. 
The Monarchs started the season 
shakily, twice suffering four-game 
losing streaks, the second of which 
left Old Dominion 7-8. 
"There were a lot of people who 
counted us out when we were 7-8, but 
we never gave up," said ODU Coach 
Paul Webb. 
But Webb inserted forward Tim 
Southerland in the starting lineup, 
switched Billy Mann from forward to 
guard and used guard Grant Robinson 
as a sixth man, the Monarchs clicked 
to win nine of their last 12 regular 
season games. 
The momentum carried over into 
the tournament as Old Dominion, the 
third seed and host of the tournament, 
scored an easy win over George 
Mason University in the first round 
and a 77-69 win over the University of 
Richmond that moved them into the 
finals against JMU. 
The Dukes whipped William and 
Mary, 64-49, with Lin ton Townes. 
Charles Fisher and Dan Ruland 
combining for a total of 43 points. 
Clutch free-throw shooting by Mann 
down the stretch allowed the Monarchs 
to maintain their slim lead and hold off 
JMU to win the championship, 58-57. 
The game was close throughout — 
there were 12 ties, 12 lead changes and 
neither team was able to open up a lead 
bigger than six points. A jump shot by 
David Dupont put the Dukes up by five, 
47-42, with just under seven minutes left 
in the game. 
A long jumper by Robinson cut the 
lead to three, three JMU turnovers in 
their next four possessions gave the 
Monarchs a 50-49 lead. All three tur- 
novers were steals (two by Robinson) 
that resulted in fast-break layups. 
"The turnovers didn't help," JMU 
Coach Lou Campanelli said. "The key 
was the continuation call late in the 
game. That turned the tide right 
there." 
Camapnelli was referring to a call on 
the last of the three steals by Old 
Dominion. Robinson was fouled by 
Dupont while driving to the basket, and 
although Dupont fouled Robinson 
before the shot, the official ruled 
Robinson's layup good on a con- 
tinuation call. Robinson, however, 
missed the free throw that would have 
stretched the lead to 51-49. 
A jump shot by Townes gave JMU its 
final lead at 51-50. 
Then Mann began his string of free 
throws, hitting two to put ODU back in 
the lead. Fisher, who scored 15 points 
for the second night in a row, missed a 
jump shot on JMU's next trip down 
court and two free throws by Robinson 
gave Old Dominion a 54-51 lead. 
Mann made four of his final six free 
throws to assure the Monarchs a berth 
in the NCAA playoffs. "I'd been doing it 
all year, I wasn't worried," said Mann, 
a 75-percent free throw shooter. 
"I couldn't have asked my team for a 
better effort," said Campanelli, whose 
team shot 64 percent from the field. 
"We played a helluva game and ODU 
played exceptionally to beat us." 
When it came time to name the All- 
Tournament team, however, Mann was 
left off the squad. "I think I've been 
robbed," said the 6-foot-4 swingman, 
who finished with a game-high 19 points 
against JMU and also tallied 16 versus 
Richmond. 
Named to the team ahead of Mann 
were Townes (29 points, nine rebounds 
in two games), Ruland (29 points, 13 
rebounds), Richmond's John Schweitz 
(28 points in the loss to Old Dominion) 
and Mann's teammates McAdoo and 
West. 
West, who scored 10 points and 
collected eight rebounds in the 
championship game and had 14 points, 
16 rebounds and four blocked shots 
against Richmond, was named tour- 
nament MVP. 
Charles Fisher (left) and Linton Townes provided much of JMU's of- 
fense in the ECAC South Tournament. Fisher had 15 points in each 
game and Townes, with 29 points, watrnamed to the all-tournament 
team. (Photos by Yo Nagaya) 
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Ohio State 
By RICHARD AMACHER 
James Madison University's 55-48 win 
over Ohio State University in the first 
round of the NCAA tournament exem- 
plified the type of season it was for the 
Dukes. 
It proved JMU was a team that had 
and could defeat adversity. 
When the Dukes trailed the Buckeyes 
midway through the second half they 
kept their composure and relied on the 
poise and confidence that has.become 
their trademark. - 
"We don't make up points in bunches 
because we're not a bunches team," 
JMU coach Lou Campanelli said. "We 
don't press, score and steal. We have to 
get 'em by pecking away. That's the type 
of thing that's characteristic of our 
team."     f^-.— 
For two Seasons now the Dukes have 
"pecked" their way to . national 
recognition. 
After JMU's startling ac- 
complishments last season — winning 
the ECAC South tournament, beating 
Georgetown in the NCAAs and losing to 
Notre Dame in a regionally televised 
contest — the prospects of an encore 
were in doubt. 
The Dukes responded by showing their 
supporters, skeptics and critics that 
their 1980-81 performance was not a 
fluke. This year JMU had its best season 
ever posting 22 regular season wins 
against only three losses — two to the 
highly rated University of Virginia. 
Then came the ECAC South tour- 
nament and JMU lost the championship 
game to Old Dominion University, along 
with an automatic berth to the NCAA 
tournament. But the Dukes were 
rewarded for their consistent winning 
brand of basketball with an NCAA at- 
large berth. 
In fact, JMU found it was well- 
respected in the basketball world when it 
drew a lower seed than the Monarchs in 
the NCAA East Regionals. 
And in the second half against Ohio 
State, the runner-up in the Big Ten, the 
Dukes showed the respect was 
warranted. 
"Our last twenty minutes was 
probably as gutty an effort that any 
team I've ever coached has played," 
said Campanelli. ".We were down seven 
(points) on two different occasions this 
year, both on the road and (we) won both 
ballgames and that was one of the things 
we talked about." 
A writer from the Charlotte Observer 
wrote, "Once James Madison put up its 
dukes, it was all over." 
Perhaps North Carolina coach Dean 
Smith's comparison best summarized 
the difference between JMU and Ohio 
State. 
"If they had Ohio State written across 
their chest maybe some of the other 
people wouldn't ask the questions you 
get now," Smith said. "And they beat 
Ohio State. I think if they played them 
tomorrow they'd beat Ohio State. 
They're a better basketball team." 
But that did not appear to be the case 
early in the first half when the Dukes, 
visibly nervous, were struggling against 
the taller and more physical Buckeyes. 
They committed several sloppy tur- 
novers and had difficulty blocking out 
under the boards. 
Campanelli admitted there were some 
problems. "No matter how many NCAA 
tournaments you play there's going to be 
a little tightness out there," he said. "We 
were not into the type of flow we nor- 
mally have both offensively and 
defensively." 
But all that changed once the Dukes 
overcame their jitters. 
With 11:15 left in the second half Ohio 
State's All-Ameriea~xClark Kellogg 
canned a baseline 'jumpter to give the 
Buckeyes a 42-34 lead. X 
Then JMU's reserve forward Keith 
Bradley sank two foul shots to begin the 
Dukes' dramatic comeback in which 
they outscored Ohio State 14-0 over the 
next seven minutes. 
An unlikely star, Bradley averaged 
just under «12 minutes a game this 
season. Against the Buckeyes, he logged 
24 minutes, scored eight points and 
grabbed five rebounds, while playing 
sticky man-to-man defense on Kellogg 
Campanelli said the key was for JMU 
to use all its defensive intangibles in- 
cluding Bradley. 
"Keith Bradley does not match up 
ability-wise with Clark Kellogg," he 
said. "Keith Bradley plays you with his 
heart and he plays you agressively. We 
did all theHntangible things we,talked 
about and did a super job." 
Late in the game Bradley converted on 
an in-bounds pass when he scored a 
lay up over Tony Campbell to pad JMU's 
lead 50-44.   - 
Charles Fisher and Dan Ruland 
combined for four free throws in the final 
two minutes to ensure the win. 
Ruland finished as the game's high 
scorer and Linton Townes added 12 
points, 10 coming in the second half. 
Campanelli compared the win to the 
one over Georgetown last year. 
"It certainly rivals the Georgetown 
victory, maybe even a little bigger than 
that," he said. "These kids have done a 
tremendous job all year and I just didn't 
want to leave here without playing good 
basketball." 
Reserve Star 
Center Dan Ruland puts up a shot against Ohio State's Granville 
Waiters. (Photo by David L Johnson) 
V 
By DANNY FINNEGAN 
With 1:38 remaining in the James Madison 
Univesity-University of North Carolina game 
Saturday afternoon, Keith Bradley had JMU fans 
across the nation on the edge of their seats. 
It was Bradley's twisting layup over North 
Carolina's All-America Sam Perkins that cut the top- 
ranked Tar Heels' lead to 48-47 and made very real 
the possibility of a JMU upset. 
North Carolina managed to keep its lead over the 
never-say-die Dukes ani held on for a 52-50 win which 
enabled them to advance to the third round of the 
NCAA tournament. 
Bradley saved his best play of the season for the 
end as the 6-foot 7 sophomore made key contributions 
in both the North Carolina game and in the Dukes' 
first-round win over Ohio State University. 
"I'm happy with it," said Bradley of his play in the 
two games. "It ga^e me a lot df confidence." 
"I was a little s'uprised at the amount of time I got 
against North Carolina, but not against Ohio State, 
because I was playing well." 
Averaging just under. 12 minutes per game prior to 
the tournament, Bradley saw 51 minutes of time in 
the two games. Twenty-seven of those minutes came 
against the Tar Heels as JMU Coach Lou Campanelli 
went with a bigger lineup to combat Carolina's 6-foot- 
9 frontcourt duo, Perkins and James Worthy. 
Bradley admits he had a costly turnover near the 
end of the Carolina game, but his overall contribution 
was positive. He scored three points and had five 
rebounds while guarding Worthy, one of the top 
forwards in the country. 
In the Dukes' win over Ohio State, Bradley played 
what probably was his best college game. He made 
all three of his shots from the floor, and also was a 
perfect 2-for-2 from the free throw line for 8 points. 
Bradley shared the credit with Campanelli and 
assistants Bill Leather man and John Thurston. "In 
watching the -films, the coaches saw that the man I 
would be guarding (Clark Kellogg) didn't play good 
defense. 
"So we forced him to play defense. Whenever 
Darrell Jackson ot I got the ball we were looking to 
the basket." 
All three of Bradley's field goals came on drives 
against Kellogg into the middi|> H'e also grabbed five 
rebounds, made two assists$rtKr»T™ aieals, blocked a 
shot and played solid defense against Kellogg, 
another highly-touted forward. 
"It felt good to play well against Worthy and 
Kellogg. I didn't know much about Kellogg — the only 
thing I heard about him was that he was awesome," 
Bradley said of the 6-foot-7 junior who has led the Big 
Ten in rebounding the last two year. 
"I had read a lot about Worthy and had seen him on 
TV, so I knew how good he was," Bradley said. 
Bradley's play did not go unnoticed by Campanelli. 
"His perfomance in the tournament really gave him 
a shot in the arm," Campanelli said. "I hope it 
motivates him to get out and work on his weaknesses 
this spring and summer." 
"I told Keith early in the year that I thought he 
could make a big contribution to this team. 
Bradley is anxious to make that contribution, and 
plans to work hard on his scoring and improving his 
strength this summer. He is already waiting for the 
begin of the 1982-83 season. 
s
» * Saysabdld Bradley;"I'm very optimistic about 
next year. We're going to be just as good." 
• 
Campanelli's 
Perspective 
. > 
r 
Before James Madison University's 1981-82 
season The Breeze's Sports Editor Richard 
Amacher and Assistant Sports Editor Danny 
Finnegan interviewed Head Coach Lou Cam- 
panelli. That interview was published in a pre- 
season basketball supplement. To follow-up on 
some of those questions and to recap JMU's 
highly successful 24-6 season a second inter- 
view was conducted Tuesday. ^The following 
transcript of that interview has been edited for 
clarity. 
THE BREEZE: If JMU had beaten North Carolina do 
you think it could have reached the Final Four? 
^ CAMPANELLI: Oh, you could have lost by ten or fif- 
teen the next game. Because you won that game that 
doesn't mean you would have automatically won all the 
others and gone through. In other words, you could have 
got knocked off by Alabama, or somebody in the very next 
game, because everybody's good. 
THE BREEZE: Do you think there would have been 
less pressure? 
I CAMPANELLI: There would probably have been more 
pressure. You know, it increases as you get farther along 
in the tournament. But I think we would have handled it 
pretty well. I don't think our players would have reacted 
differently, but there would certainly be more pressure. 
THE BREEZE: Did you ever entertain thoughts of 
winning the National Championship? 
CAMPANELLI: Oh yeah, but you know it's a dream. 
It's not as realistic here as at North Carolina. You're 
capable of beating anybody, but anybody is capable of 
beating you, too. Nobody would have to play super to beat 
you or knock you off. I think last year we played in the 
national tournament, this year we played for the national 
championship. In other words, we had a much better 
chance, our players were much more confident, we were 
much more experienced, we've been there before. 
THE BREEZE: You said that the lack of preparation 
time was a major factor after JMU's loss to North 
Carolina. How much of a difference would more time have 
been? 
CAMPANELLI: During the regular season we have at 
least a couple of days to prepare, but we had to get ready 
and scramble everything into one hour (before North 
Carolina). Plus you have all the distractions; you know 
Linton Townes and Danny Ruland were at a press con- 
ference Friday with me, (when they should have been 
practicing). 
You know it's not like a normal situation. I don't know 
how many days it would take other than a normal routine, 
but my point was that teams like Wake Forest know 
they're going to play North Carolina two and maybe three 
times during the course of the year. They get ready in 
October and November. Any coach knows you've got to 
get ready for Old Dominion's press, you've got to get 
ready for William and Mary's offense, You do drills in 
October and November, or Virginia stuff that help you in 
January and February. The players don't know it in 
October, you're not saying this is Virginia stuff or this is 
what Old Dominion does. But you're preparing them in 
drills and in situations and in half court stuff that you're 
gonna face later on in the year. And then when it comes 
up, they can relate back because they've already done it a 
number of times, and say 'Yeah, we've attacked that' 
THE BREEZE: Would the extra time help more of- 
fensively or defensively? 
CAMPANELLI: Oh, it's no problem defensively, it's 
offensively. It's getting ready for the rough stuff. Defense 
is not the problem. They scored 52 points which is exactly 
what we were giving up. 
THE BREEZE: Do you think their defense confused 
JMU? 
CAMPANELLI: I don't know if they confused us, "it 
keeps a regular rhythm. The whole defensive set, like any 
multiple defensive team, is to disrupt your rhythm, your 
tempo. It doesn't affect our tempo as much as our rhyth- 
m. you couldn't automatically test the boys, you've got to 
do it, because you've got rhythm, you've got switching, 
«W~N you've got jumping. The whole defense is predicated on 
____^___Steals and gambling tactics and you've got to prepare on 
the floor for that. 
THE BREEZE: Can JMU go even further next year 
than it did this season? It seems like that has got to be a 
-.major goal? »» 
CAMPANELLI: Yeah, we sort of want to advance 
further, but we could be a better basketball team next 
year and not get further. You could lose in the first round 
like DePaul did. Of course your goal is to always improve, 
the thing you've got to understand is that teams like 
Georgia have never been to the NCAA tournament. And 
they've been playing basketball for 70 years, we've 
already been twice in six years at Division I. 
If we won 17 or 18 games this year, 19 including an NIT 
game, we.can't look upon it as a bad season. Your goal is 
to go to a post-season tournament. Sure you'd love to go to 
the NCAA first, but that's one of your goals to go to a 
tournament and the NIT is something that is an alter- 
native if you don't make the NCAA. We can't be so 
oriented toward tha!t. 
If we won 26 games next year, what do you do for a third 
year? 
THE BREEZE: Personally, how do you explain JMU's 
phenomenonaf success in the past six years at the 
Division I level?   . 
CAMPANELLI: -We've, been fortunate. We've had a 
unique group of players that blended together at the right 
time and combined talent and personality, and whatever 
influence I would have on them. And we have been able to 
be successful against some very good competition. 
It's a combination, I think, of a lot of hard work and a lot 
of building. I think the foundation we laid in our beginning 
years had to have been a factor. It's not an easy thing to 
explain. It's almost freakish that in six years we've 
become this good. 
THE BREEZE: Is it your policy to go for four-year 
players?    —     - 
CAMPANELLI: Well, we can do a better job of 
coaching, in bringing them along and developing them, 
than junior college players. I like to develop players and 
let them adopt our system and style of play. 
THE BREEZE: Now that you've played two nationally 
known teams, one of them the top-ranked team in the 
nation, do you think JMU will get the recognition it 
deserves? 
CAMPANELLI: Yes, I would anticipate that we're 
going tocrack the Top 20.1 would think there's going to,be 
one more poll at the end of the year and that we've just got 
to get something now. Instead of working with an easy 
schedule, we try to schedule one comparable to us. I don't 
think we would have been in the NCAA tournament if we 
had played 20 Marquettes and DePauls and Daytons and 
Virginias. We only got there because we were successful 
in our league, we did well in our tournament and we had 
the right number of wins. 
The schedule is what has given us some recognition, the 
momentum, the confidence. If you play over your head all 
the time and every game has got to be an upset, that's 
tough on your players. You can't go into 75 or 80 percent of 
your games where you're playing an Ohio State or North 
Carolina. You've got to reach a margin of error and that's 
tough in scheduling because you don't know who's going to 
be good some years. 
THE BREEZE: Do you think the national exposure 
JMU has received will help its recruiting and scheduling? 
CAMPANELLI: The big thing it does is make people so 
much more aware of our university and the potential we 
have. It makes ahjmni rise up out of the woodwork and 
say, "Hey, that's my school. I went there." It just builds a 
deeper sense of pride in all of us — that you've been able 
to accomplish something like that. I think it makes for a 
greater university. 
It's unfortunate that a physicist may discover 
something in biology that revolutionizes medicine or 
something and not get national headlines in every paper 
like sports do. But you're capitalizing on sports being 
front page stuff and being on TV. How do you put a value 
on the exposure that we received in the past week? You 
can't estimate what that is worth. 
THE BREEZE: How does the national exposure JMU 
received help with recruiting? 
CAMPANELLI: Well, I think it's going to help us down 
the line, it may not help us immediately. I think as we go 
out in the summer and next year, it all builds. You know, 
the kids have gotten a close look at you and they say, "Oh 
yeah, we've seen you play on TV" And your literature that 
goes out early this summer will have highlights of Ohio 
State and North Carolina, and just to be associated with 
those people brings you up to that level, 
THE BREEZE: Could you talk briefly about the two 
players JMU has received verbal commitments from? 
CAMPANELLI: Todd Banks is a 6-foot-5, 195-pound 
forward from Long Island. He's a good scorer and he's got 
a pretty good body, pretty good athletic skills. Eric Esche 
is 6-foot-8''2, and 204 pounds. He's a good shooter for a big 
man. Very good savvy, he knows how to play. He needs to 
get strong and physical. We hope next year to put 15 
pounds on his body and develop him up a little bit. He 
comes from a good school, Archbishop Malloy, one of the 
best programs in New York city. A well-rounded, well- 
coached, intelligent player. He's young (16 years old a 
THE BREEZE: After next year you will lose f< | 
players. Will that be a factor in recruiting this year?      .' i 
CAMPANELLI: Certainly. We toy to recruit two yet ^r 
in advance. tWe're trying to make it so we don't have to j c 
out and get everybody in bunches 
drop off. 
THE BREEZE: With the emotional ties you have w 5f 
this program, how hard will it be for you to leave ? 
CAMPANELLI: If I ever have to get to it, that would 
a very sad day, but I haven't come to that point and I m 
still on a contract here. I may want to look at some ott ajt 
positions or I may not. I really haven't made a tjv 
decisions one way or another at mis point. ,0 . 
THE BREEZE: With only Linton Townes graduatii,; \ 
do you find it hard not be optimistic about next year?      \\ 
CAMPANELLI: Linton Townes gave you a n ,i? 
dimension that'll be tough to replace. He's a pure shoot |pd 
We can make up his rebounds, but somebody'll have j s' 
pop up as a shooter. He certainly could throw it up a nov 
give you some key baskets .onjthe perimeter if thin m 
weren't working inside. But well be a good basketb ne, 
team next year, I feel. I'm reasonably confident a 
that. 
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BREEZE: How would you rate this year's success 
ast year's? 
1, it was a very similar, very similar teams and 
. I think Georgetown was accepted in the Big East 
1
 
ve4ear and ended second or third and Ohio State was 
1' or third in the Big Ten this year. We beat 
etown by six and Ohio State by seven. Both were 
tight first-round games. Last year we had to go 
e
 
w
 »t Notre Dame, the number seven team in the 
■y. This year we had to go against North Carolina, 
,
~° mber one team in the country. Both were very tough 
n
" lments for our team and we handled both of them 
*°" although I thought we played better'this year. 
e
 
a
 lively, the two games were more successful than 
'o games last year. 
J81'1 S BREEZE: Were you suprised by the play of 
II Jackson and of Keith Baradley in /Che^touti-Ti 
'   » it? / 
loot IPANELLI: DarreH's been very solid all year and 
ave
 d some excellent games. He's got some problems 
'P a now in confidence on his outside shots but I think 
tnir ,j|| come along with maturity and confidence, but 
letb her parts of his game: the rebounding, the inside, 
ab gand defensive; he's very good. He's done an ex- 
cellent job. We didn't need the scoring from outside as 
much this year. We'Jl probably need it next year. And 
Keith played excellently in the tournament — he can 
make a helluva contribution to this program. 
THE BREEZE: Looking back to the beginning of this 
season, are you suprised at the outcome? 
CAMPANELLI: Our team was surprisingly consistent. 
We had no slump. We played consistently at the top of our 
game, start to finish. We played up to our potential just 
about the entire year, and if your team does that, you're 
going to be very good. 
THE BREEZE: Where does JMU currently stand as far 
as being in a conference next year? 
CAMPANELLI: If the ECAC South does not exist next 
year, our schedule's still up in the air. We don't have it 
finalized. Because of the Eastern Eight bringing in dif- 
ferent people and because LaSalle, St. Joe's, American, 
William and Mary, Old Dominion and Richmond are 
talking about a new conference and leaving us out — they 
say that_geographically we're not feasible for them — 
we're up in the air. We're hopeful that William and Mary 
and Richmond won't leave us and if they do, we're not in a 
very good position. I just hope the ECAC stays intact 
because we've got the bid. But ODU might be in the Sun 
Belt next week. It's scary. 
THE BREEZE: Will you be thinking about going back 
to the NCAAs for the next year? 
CAMPANELLI: You always think about it, it's in your 
blood. You want to get back there as a coach. You want to 
coach against the best, you want your team to play 
against the best. I was so pumped up there coaching 
against Dean Smith, it's what all your dreams are about. 
You've got to have goals, 'cause that's what it's all about. 
, That's what We've had, we've wanted our program to 
compete against the best and we get to the NCAA and 
there's your,time to prove yourself and show your worth. 
And sure, I want to go back. If we don't go back to the 
NCAA, it couldn't be conceived as a loss, we could go into 
the NIT and win the NIT. Yes, it's going to be on my mind 
because there isn't one day when I don't put on this ring 
(his NCAA ring). That's a motivator. That gets you ex-. 
cited. That's exciting to me because I'm a coach. 
Someone could offer me $5,000 for that ring, I wouldn't sell 
it for $10,000. To hell with anything else, that's what the 
hell you play for.    • 
..%• 
< North Carolina 
"I think James Madison is a tough team. If they 
didn't have Virginia on their schedule people would 
be talking about them like Fresno State in the top 10" 
— North Carolina University coach Dean Smith. 
By RICHARD AMACHER 
The Tar Heels mentor made that statement at a 
pre-game luncheon and James Madison University, 
proved him correct as it gave the nation's top-ranked 
team a run for every ounce of its respectability last 
weekend. 
And one must wonder if Smith did not have at least 
'Dean felt before the game 
that it was 
going down to the wire.... 
one nightmare Saturday evening after North 
Carolina escaped Charlotte with a 52-50 win over the 
upstcrt Dukes. 
JMU Coach Lou Campanelli said, "Dean felt before 
the game that it was going to go down to the wire. I 
thought he was just kidding me and being nice. But I 
guess he really believed, like we believe, that our 
guys can play. And we really can." 
While the media may have snubbed its nose when 
mentioning JMU, the Tar Heels were forced to 
respect and praise the gallant effort put forth by the 
£CAC South regular season champions. 
"Without a doubt, James Madison is one of the best 
teams we've played this year," said North Carolina's 
James Worthy. "They were no surprise. We knew 
about them. Their team is so disciplined, it's unreal. 
And it's tougher to play a team like that than one that 
might have obviously more talent." 
Talent is a tough word to define, but if JMU was a 
little short on it this year, the Dukes made up for it 
with their consistent style of play. Throughout the 
season, JMU ranked in the top five nationally in 
points allowed per game and finished with an 
average of 52.0. 
JMU's performance against North Carolina will be 
long remembered by its fans and espcially by 
Campanelli. In an emotional statement after the 
game Campanelli summed up his feelings concerning 
the team. 
"I can't imagine any coach in this NCAA tour- 
nament being any more proud of their basketball 
team than I am of our James Madison University 
Dukes," he said. "I'm just delighted that the whole 
country got to see us play a great basketball game 
against a great team. 
"To say I have a deep feeling of satisfaction and 
accomplishment for seeing our group of kids play like 
this would be putting it mildly. 
"When the number one team in the country, that's 
superbly coached defensively and does all the things 
they do, can't break you, then the whole country has 
got to take off its hat to the Dukes," he said. "North 
Carolina's number one, they deserve to be number 
one, I think we deserve to be somewhere in that top 
twenty." 
The game itself was a controversial one with the 
outcome in doubt until the final minute. JMU fans 
probably will argue for years to come whether the 
Dukes could have beaten North Carolina. At least 
until the Dukes next NCAA appearance. 
But it was more than just unfavorable calls that 
proved to be the difference. 
"We did an excellent job against their run and 
jump defenses, their traps and we were very patient. 
And with only one day to prepare, I felt we did as well 
as we could against them," Campanelli said. "At the 
same time I thought our defenses against UNC were 
very effective. We played extremely hard for 40 
minutes and Worthy and (Sam) Perkins are two 
pretty tough guys to stop." 
At any other point in the season the loss would have 
been regarded as a great moral victory, but the 
....I thought he was just 
kidding me and being nice. 
I guess he really believed' 
Dukes were playing for higher stakes and to lose such 
a close game made it extra disappointing. 
"It was a big pressure game for North Carolina in 
the first round of the tournament and I wish them 
well as they pursue the national crown," Campanelli 
said. "But the thing I've got to admire too is that our 
kids didn't come to play close. We came to play to 
win. And that's what makes it a little more disap- 
pointing. 
"Last year against Notre Dame in the second round 
(of the NCAA tournament) I don't think we could 
have said that. But we actually believed we could win 
and that's the way we attacked North Carolina, to 
win. And we came up two points short." 
Senior Linton Townes has the ball knocked away from him by North 
Carolina's Sam Perkins. (Photo bv David L. Johnson) 
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National Recog 
By BOB GRIMESEY CLMS« Igf r ■       
Daily News-Record special correspondent 
The professional sports media exhibited its darker 
side after James Madison University dropped a 52-50 
decision to North Carolina in the second round of the 
NCAA Eastern Regionals Saturday. 
Long ignorant of the Duke's ability, the 250 or so 
sports writers and sportscasters groped for reasons 
to explain JMU's successful tournament per- 
formance and its final 24-6 record. 
The Dukes advanced to Saturday's game after 
beating Big 10 Conference power Ohio State 56-48 
Thursday night at the Charlotte Coliseum, 
r Before JMU coach Lou Campanelli entered 
Saturday's post-game press conference, the so-called 
experts huddled to exchange notes and try to figure 
out how Madison could do it. 
Very few of the reporters suggested that JMU had a 
good team, good players, good environment, good 
fans or good administration. 
North Carolina writers agreed that top-ranked 
UNC's poor play allowed JMU to force such a close 
final margin. 
Interestingly, Ohio writers felt the Buckeyes' poor 
play gave Madison its win Thursday. 
Everyone, however, agreed that Campanelli's 
coaching ability provided the Dukes with thier major 
weapon. 
Still, the writers' compliments would have 
sickened most JMU fans — or, for that matter, any 
other Harrisonburg or central Shenandoah Valley 
resident. 
"That's the sad thing about college basketball," 
said one writer with a New Jersey accent. "The good 
programs all have pitiful coaches while the best 
coaches are tucked away in nothing programs like 
James Madison." 
"What (Campanelli) is doing in a place liKe 
Harrisonburg, Va., I don't know," added another 
Eastern writer. 
"Let me tell you one thing," one prominent 
Virginia writer said out of the side of his mouth, 
"Campanelli ain't gonna be in Harrisonburg for 
long." 
"He's too big for Harrisonburg," agreed a North 
Carolina writer. "He deserves a big job. James 
Madison is a joke." 
Rumors were rampant that Campanelli soon would 
leave JMU for either Duquesne or Seton Hall. 
(Campanelli since has said be will not coach at 
either school.) 
Even those programs didn't suit one writer, who 
said, "What do you mean Duquesne or Seton Hall? 
I'm talking about a BIG program. Campanelli's to 
big for even those two." 
The profession failed to give a good account of it- 
self. 
Very few of the 250 seemed at all interested in the 
human side of the JMU story. 
The writers wanted a story that could be told in five 
paragraphs, and the broadcasters wanted one that 
could be told in three minutes. 
They didn't want to hear UNC Ail-American James 
Worthy say "ridiculous" things like JMU was "one of 
the best teams we've played all year." 
They didn't want to hear UNC coach Dean Smith 
make "diplomatic" remarks like the Dukes "are an 
excellent team." 
It seemed JMU's success upset an equilibrium. A 
basketball world with only 10 or 12 established 
powers is much more easy to cover. 
As far as the media in Charlotte was concerned, the 
tight inner circle must be preserved. If Campanelli is 
the key to a possible crack in the inner circle, then it's 
time to advocate his departure from JMU, the 
writers seem to think. 
The coach has been placed on the spot. If Cam- 
panelli now decides to take another job to improve his 
family's financial situation, the media will assume 
that the coach decided he had become too big for 
Harrisonburg. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. 
Leaving the program he calls "my baby" would 
tear Campanelli emotionally. 
Campanelli has spent the last 10 years guiding JMU 
from a Division II team to a level where it is com- 
petitive — regularly — with the Georgetowns, Notre 
Dames, Ohio States, Virginias and North Carolina*. 
Although Southern hospitality has mellowed his 
fiery temper— somewhat—Campanelli still adheres 
to deep emotional ties that characterize his urban 
Italian-Catholic upbringing. 
When the day inevitably arrives that Campanelli is 
offered more money than even JMU President 
Ronald E. Carrier can guarantee, the writers will 
jump at the oportunity to exhalt the arrival of a good 
coach into "big time" basketball. 
1l2tlrl>Car2,l.na  «oach Dean Sm,th 8reets      cheon he|d «he day before the two teams JMU Coach Lou Campanelli at a press lun-      met. (Photo by David L Johnson) 
them were considered "bluechippers" in high school 
few groups of 18- to 20-year-olds can exhibit the un- 
selfish manner and tireless effort displayed by everv 
member of the JMU roster. ^ 
Campanelli, Smith and Worthy all tried in vain to 
convince the writers that the Dukes deserved at least 
a small measure of credit. 
"No coach in the country could be prouder of his 
team than I am with this team today," Campanelli 
said "I love these kids and they do everything we 
ask. They don't break, and they won't crack For 40 
minutes today, the No. 1 team threw everething it 
had at them, and they didn't crack. When the No l 
team in the nation can't break you or crack you you 
got something going for you." 
The the coach hit the writers where it hurts most 
He attacked the fact that they had not recognized his 
team when many of them placed their votes for the 
nation's various Top 20 polls. 
"North Carolina's No. 1, aifd they deserve to be No 
1, he said. "I think that we also deserve to be 
somewhere in that Top 20." 
The players echoed Campanelli's sentiments 
"If they're the No. 1 team in the nation and in some 
polls we're not even in the top 40, something's 
wrong," said Dave Dupont. 
"I think the whole team thiriks we're one of the top 
20 teams ii^the nation," added Dan Ruland 
Smith offered perhaps the best explanation for the 
players' questions. 
JMU is "an excellent team," he said. "Maybe if 
they had Ohio State written across their chest, maybe 
people wouldn't question that." 
Unfortunately, they have "Dukes" written across 
their chests, and the press guide says they are from 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
And for much of the nation's media, that means 
James Madison and its hometown will remain "a joke" for a long time to come. 
They will write about wins and losses, percentages 
and turnovers, dollars and cents. 
They again will ignore the human side of Cam- 
panelli and his Dukes. 
Once again, they will have missed the real story. 
First, they will have missed the fact that the 
central Shenandoah Valley has become big-time 
college basketball country. 
Consider JMU's success and the fact that the Dukes 
will play their games in a new 7,200-plus coliseum 
next season. 
In addition to the Dukes' success, the area has 
begun producing some of the best collegiate 
prospects in the nation. Just this season, Kenny 
Lambiotte and Dell Curry signed scholarships with 
Virginia and Virginia Tech. Several local un- 
derclassmen also promise a fruitful crop of future 
collegians in the near future. 
And, of course, one can't forget Harrisonburg's 7- 
fooM favorite son and his University of Virginia 
team. 
Is Harrisonburg too small to be called "big time?" 
It depends on the method of comparison and one's 
own biases. 
Second, sports writers will continue to miss the fact 
that Campanelli is only part of a process that has 
made JMU's basketball program successful. 
Campanelli often points out that "I am one of the 
few coaches in the nation who can claim to have been 
at a school with the same athletic director and the 
same president for 10 years." 
The cohesion between Carrier, Campanelli and 
athletic director Dean Enters provides The 
framework for the program's success. 
In the past three years, the program has also been 
bolstered by vast support from fans and businesses in 
the community. The Dukes' attendance was up over 
1.000 fans per game this season. JMU season tickets 
are fast becoming valuable commodities. 
Finally, they will continually fail to give JMU's 
players the credit they deserve. Although none of 
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